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Abstract
Recent terrorist threats have increased the attention paid to searching airline passengers for
dangerous and explosive materials. In particular, the possibility that terrorists might hide
explosives in shoes has prompted most airline screening stations to require that shoes be removed
for x-ray inspection. This thesis is a preliminary investigation of an interdigital dielectrometry
based method that could safely and accurately determine the material content within shoes
while they are worn. Theoretical modeling of the sensor and the representative materials
under test were conducted with the finite element analysis package Maxwell from Ansoft Corp.
and analytic/numerical mathematical models for material property estimation. The studies
show that dangerous materials hidden in the sole of a shoe could be detected and identified
if they lie within the penetration depth of the sensor and if they are suﬃciently diﬀerent in
their complex dielectric properties from the normal shoe material. Perliminary finite element
computer simulations were also performed to show the eﬀects of sensing electrode segmentation
on improving the penetration depth of the electric field, but at the cost of reduced signal
strength. Experiments using interdigital sensors with wavelengths ranging from 1 mm to 40
mm in the frequency range of 0.005 Hz to 10 kHz first on homogeneous materials such as
air, sand, sugar, salt, wood, Lexan, Teflon, and paper and later on actual shoes with cavities
containing foreign materials show that the materials can be identified based on their complex
dielectric properties as extracted from experimental data using an inverse parameter solver
for material property estimation. The ability of the dielectrometry system to precisely identify
materials from a database is presenty limited by measurement noise, contact quality and sample
placement inconsistency. Likewise, variations due to moisture content and other contamination
present challenges to future development of the technology.
Thesis Supervisor: Markus Zahn
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Dielectrometry
Interdigital dielectrometry is a method of measuring the electric properties of dielectric mate-
rials. An electric field is imposed in the material under test (MUT) by a pair of electrodes,
and the transcapacitance and transconductance between the electrode pair is measured. An
analytical/numerical model of the sensor system is used to solve for such unknown quantities
as material thickness and material complex dielectric constant from the measured impedance
or admittance values.
The electrodes of the dielectrometry sensor are spatially periodic coplanar metal traces on
an insulating substrate, arranged side-by-side and separated by a fixed spacing. The electrode
pair is made to cover a substantial area by connecting many repeated fingers such that two
interleaved comb patterns are formed, as illustrated in Figure 1-1.
The sensor pad containing the driving/sensing electrode pair is placed in proximity to the
material sample and driven by a sinusoidal voltage over a controlled frequency range. The re-
sulting electric field is spatially periodic in the plane of the sensor with fundamental wavelength
, due to the repetition of the electrode fingers, and decays exponentially away from the sensor
surface, penetrating the material sample to a limited depth that is proportional to the spatial
wavelength of the electrodes. The drive voltage is sinusoidal in time and generally all materials
are linear but lossy dielectrics. The sensing electrode voltage or current is at the frequency
of the driving voltage but is out of phase for lossy dielectrics. The electric field is governed
16
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1-1: The interdigital electrode pair (a) shows two interleaved combs that increase the
surface area covered by the electrodes. A schematic with a representative material sample under
test (b) shows the electrical connections to the sensor and the exponential decay of the electric
field as it penetrates the material. One wavelength of the sensor is defined as the fundamental
spatial period between a pair of driving or sensing electrode fingers. A one half wavelength
section of the sensor, (c), shows the drive, sense and backplane electrodes together with the
electrical equivalent circuit for the transconductance and transcapacitance for the material under
test and for the substrate.
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by the dielectric property profiles and geometry of the material under test. As a result the
transcapacitance and transconductance of the electrodes are related to the material sample’s
complex dielectric constant. An analytical/computational model of the sensor and material
sample is used to calculate the complex dielectric constant as a function of frequency and the
thickness of the material sample from the measured capacitance and conductance.
The nominal value and frequency dispersive nature of the complex dielectric constant are
unique indicators of a material’s identity. Given the complex dielectric constant as a function
of frequency derived from the interdigital dieletrometry measurements, and a knowledge base
of the electric character of all candidate materials, the particular sample material(s) can be
identified.
If several sensors of diﬀering spatial periodicity are used, then the added measurement data
can be used to compute the thicknesses and properties of each of the multiple layers of diﬀering
materials. One sensor is required for each data quantity that is to be computed. Thus, if both
the thickness and the complex dielectric constant of a material under test are desired, then data
from at least two sensors of diﬀerent spatial periods are required. Using more sensors than are
required over-constrains the computation and a least-squares best fit can be applied to refine
the output. If the material under test instead has a smoothly varying dielectric profile for which
a parametric function is known, the measured data can be applied to the function to solve for
the parameters. For example, one application of dielectrometry is to measure the moisture
concentration profile in transformer pressboard [12]. A physical model based on diﬀusion laws
describes the possible profiles of moisture concentration as a function of several parameters.
Measuring the pressboard with a three wavelength sensor allows three parameters to be solved
for and thus the moisture profile to be known in a smoothed stepwise layer approximation.
This measurement would be diﬃcult to do otherwise because the pressboard is only millimeters
thick.
The dielectrometry sensor can be connected to the sensing electronics in several ways, pic-
tured in Figure 1-2. These configurations have been studied and redesigned in the past because
when they are done correctly, stray capacitances can be eliminated from the measurement. All
three methods described in this thesis incorporate a metal backplane below the sensor sub-
strate (pictured in Figure 1-1(c) and guard fingers at the side of the sensor that resemble the
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(a) The backplane and guard fingers are grounded, so an
unwanted admittance with conductance 20 and capaci-
tance 20 exists between them and the sensing electrode.
(b) The Floating Voltage with Guard Plane Mode method
(abbreviated FVGPM) eliminates the admittance between
the backplane and the sensing electrode by driving the
backplane and guard fingers at the sensing electrode po-
tential with a voltage follower.
(c) The Short Circuit Current Mode (abbreviated SCCM)
method eliminates the admittance between the backplane
and sensing electrode and also has the convenience of a
grounded backplane and guard fingers.
Figure 1-2: Three methods for connecting the dielectrometry sensor electrodes to voltage signal
sensing electronics.
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sensing fingers but are electrically isolated from them (pictured in Figure 1-1(a)). The back-
plane reduces the contribution to the measurement of materials below the sensor plane, while
the guard fingers serve to improve the approximation that the sensor extends infinitely in the
plane. The first connection method is to ground the backplane and guard fingers and allow the
sensing electrode potential to float while measuring it. There exists an undesired admittance
between the backplane/guard finger node and the sensing electrode which aﬀects the measure-
ment. The second method eliminates this undesired admittance by driving the backplane and
guard fingers at the sensing electrode voltage using a voltage follower. This method is known
as the Floating Voltage with Guard Plane Mode, or FVGPM, and minimizes the eﬀect of sub-
strate properties. The last method simplifies the electronics by grounding the backplane and
guard fingers, and virtually grounding the sensing electrode but measuring the current through
it. The current measurement is achieved by charging the feedback capacitor of an integrating
opamp and measuring its output voltage. This method has the advantage that the admittance
between the backplane, guard fingers and sensing electrode is eliminated, with the convenience
of a grounded backplane and guard fingers to enhance shielding from noise. This method is
called the Short Circuit Current Mode, or SCCM. These three methods are described in detail
in Section 5.2.
1.2 Background of Dielectrometry Research Applications at MIT
Early research in interdigital dielectrometry at MIT under Professor S.D. Senturia was based
on sensors printed with integrated circuit technology. The "microsensors" had very small
wavelengths of order 1  and were applied to measure the properties of moisture sensitive
thin film polyethylene oxide ([1], 1980) or the cure state of epoxy resin ([2], 1982; [4], 1985).
In [4] Coln described a virtually grounded sensing electrode that is similar to the short circuit
current sensor used for much of the experimentation in this thesis. The early research focused
primarily on the transistor level design of the sensing and driving electronics that interfaced to
the interdigital dielectrometry electrodes.
Sensors with longer wavelengths of order 1 mm were investigated by students under Profes-
sor J.R. Melcher, generally with the focus on monitoring transformer oil and electrical insulation
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materials. This research provided the fundamental basis for subsequent dielectrometry research
conducted to the present at the Laboratory for Electromagnetic and Electronic Systems. M.C.
Zaretsky in ([5], 1987) introduced a continuum model that can be solved inversely to find contin-
uum parameters from experimental data, which formed the basis for the present mathematical
models. Zaretsky also introduced the notion of - imposed dielectrometry by using 50 
and 1 mm wavelength sensors to estimate spatial distributions in heterogeneous material. He
also described the  network equivalent circuit that approximates the circuit topology of the
dielectrometry sensor. P. Li interpreted the shape of the gain and phase responses versus fre-
quency as they reflect the permittivity, conductivity and dispersive properties of homogeneous
and heterogeneous material layers in ([6], 1987).
Tragically Professor Melcher passed away in 1991. The dielectrometry research was carried
on by Professor M. Zahn and his students. P.A. von Guggenberg, Y. Sheiretov and later
Y. Du studied the measurement of transformer pressboard moisture content using the three
wavelength sensor originally developed by von Guggenberg in ([7], 1993; [8], 1994 and [12],
1999). Von Guggenberg’s three wavelength sensor used a Kapton substrate. Since Kapton is
hydrophilic, the ambient humidity aﬀected the sensor’s permittivity and conductivity. To avoid
this, the sensor had to be coated with Parylene. A. Mamishev, working with Du, developed
the hydrophobic Teflon substrate three wavelength sensor which did not require a Parylene
coating. Mamishev ([10], 1999) and Lu ([11], 1999) applied dielectrometry sensor technology
to landmine detection.
A student beginning research in the field of dielectrometry would benefit greatly by reading
the theses [1] to [4] and especially [5] to [12], and the published papers [13] to [24], while
being introduced to the dielectrometry measurement equipment but before beginning serious
experimental analysis.
Model based interdigital dielectrometry developed in the Laboratory for Electromagnetic
and Electronic Systems at MIT for non-destructive testing and evaluation measurements in
electric power apparatus use spatially periodic electrodes and windings excited by sinusoidal
time varying signals to generate spatially and temporally periodic electric and magnetic fields.
Dielectrometry is the science of measurement of material properties that govern the quasistatic
distribution of electric field within a weakly conducting dielectric material excited by charged
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metallic electrodes.
Previous electromagnetic modeling has developed continuum models for quasistatic inter-
digital capacitive sensors. The detection method measures the electrode or winding impedance
or admittance as a function of radian frequency and sensor position to measure spatial pro-
files of dielectric permittivity and electrical conductivity. From changes in signal response with
sensor position and from frequency spectroscopy signatures of materials it is possible to iden-
tify the presence and location of objects and to identify specific materials from the change in
the materials electrical properties with frequency. Originally, dielectrometers utilized a volt-
age stressed parallel plate electrode structure that applied the electric field from both sides
of a lossy dielectric. These arrangements have been improved with MIT developed coplanar
electrode arrangements that permit measurements to be made from a single side. These in-
terdigital geometries allow model based predictive capability from physical, analytical, and
numerical models that greatly reduces the eﬀort required to design an optimal sensor for a
particular application and has the interpretative capability to permit determination of material
property profiles as a function of time and space with reduced dependence on empirical calibra-
tion standards. Figure 2 shows the MIT designed and tested three wavelength dielectrometry
sensor on a Teflon substrate used in successful moisture diﬀusion measurements in transformer
board. Such a sensor structure is inexpensive and lightweight because it is nothing more than
etched copper on a Teflon substrate from commercially available Teflon that is copper coated
on both sides.
Because of the model-based nature of the sensor technology it is possible to pre-compute
many possible material combinations and configurations and store the results in look-up tables
for quick computer assessment, display, and decision making.
Significant general applications of these dielectric sensors include material characterization;
non-destructive testing and evaluation; health monitoring of electric power apparatus and civil
and aerospace structures (e.g., moisture, corrosion, cracks, etc.), and sub-surface detection of
buried objects (e.g., landmines, UXOs).
The proposed security application concept is motivated by the recent event of Richard Reid
hiding explosive material in his sneakers on American Airlines 63 on Dec. 22, 2001 and then
boarding a plane undetected. This event now causes special and time consuming attention
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to footwear at airport security stations and results in inconvenience to all passengers. To
improve the quality and speed of footwear detection this proposal envisions a security floor-pad
embedded with dielectrometry and magnetometry sensors that every air passenger stands on
passing through the security gate. A frequency sweep of sensors determines in a fraction of a
second whether the shoe contains dangerous materials as identified by signatures in dielectric,
conductivity, and magnetic spectroscopy measurements. Such a floor-pad could also include
an overlay that completely surrounds a shoe like a glove to more thoroughly test the entire
volume of a shoe and its contents for dangerous materials. To minimize air-gap eﬀects, vacuum
can be used so that the sensor overlay hugs the shoe so that the sensors have intimate contact
with the shoe. This detection method can be similarly performed over the entire body of
a person by using a closely-fitting body-suit or surrounding cage structure well-instrumented
with dielectrometry and magnetometry sensors. Such measurements can be used, for example,
to detect and identify hidden explosives, illegal drugs, as well as conventional forbidden items
such as guns and knives. With the anticipated operation of these sensors at frequencies above
1 kHz, the entire measurement interval from initiation of a frequency sweep to deciding if
concealed dangerous materials are present can be done in a fraction of a second.
Figure 1-3 shows the present generation of MIT hardware with a computerized controller,
interface box, and three wavelength sensor to perform dielectrometry measurements on the heel
of a shoe under test. New sensors produced as part of the work for this thesis are shown next
to the existing three wavelength sensors and a sample shoe in Figure 1-4.
1.3 Scope of the Thesis
This thesis is divided into four parts. The first part is the Introduction. The second part,
Theory of Dielectrometry, contains a discussion of the interdigital sensor’s equivalent circuit
in Chapter 2 with a comparison to sample cases of common combinations of layered materials
under test. Chapter 3 describes a procedure for solving for the admittance matrix of the
sensor using Ansoft’s Maxwell 2D field simulator and gives the results from simulations of
segmented sensors. Chapter 4 compares measurements to the results of forward parameter
solver GETGP3 which calculates the sensing voltage or current gain and phase from material
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Figure 1-3: The three wavelength sensor measuring the material of a shoe, connected to the
sensing electronics and a PC used for logging data. A second three wavelength sensor stands
next to the interface box to show the sensor’s appearance.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1-4: 1. Sample shoe with heel cavity for placing materials under test; 2. Three wavelength
sensor with wavelengths of 1 mm, 2.5 mm and 5 mm; 3. 40 mm wavelength sensor; 4. 20 mm
wavlength sensor; 5. small area 10 mm wavelength sensor; 6. large area 10 mm wavelength
sensor; 7. two strip sensor with wavelength approximately 50 mm.
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properties and geometry, and to the inverse parameter solver ESTLSQ, which calculates the
complex permittivity geometry from gain and phase values. The third part of this thesis
is Experiments. In Chapter 5, three measurement methods are described in detail, and the
testing of the equipment to make sure it is working properly is outlined. Chapter 6 describes
the results of dielectrometry experiments on samples-under-test including basic homogeneous
materials and then actual cutout shoes filled with various materials, as simulated explosives.
The fourth part, Summary and Future Work, gives suggestions for continuing the development
of detection and identification of dangerous materials for security applications.
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Part II
Theory of Dielectrometry
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Chapter 2
The Equivalent Circuit
2.1 General Equivalent Circuit
The interdigital dielectrometry sensor can be modelled as the discrete circuit of Figure 2-
1(b) where the conductance G12() and capacitance C12() are functions of frequency, and
either of them may have negative values at some frequencies. Neither the conductance nor the
capacitance between the sensing and driving electrodes need be constant with frequency because
the interdigital dielectrometry sensor and material under test do not usually consist of one
homogeneous material ([10], pp 241). This is true even when the complex dielectric constants
of all materials in the problem are not functions of frequency (i.e., the materials are non-
dispersive). Importantly, the plots of gain and phase versus frequency produced by a frequency
sweep of the dielectrometry sensor can have quite distinct features (extrema and breakpoints)
that are caused entirely by the combination of non-dispersive materials on top of the sensor
and not by frequency dependent complex dielectric constants. In general for non-dispersive
materials, the sensor can only be represented by a distributed circuit of an infinite number of
frequency-independent capacitive and conductive elements in a two-dimensional ladder network
such as the one illustrated in Figure 2-1(a). The distributed circuit can be reduced to the simple
capacitive and conductive networks of Figures 2-1(b) and 2-1(c) where the transcapacitance
C12() and transconductance G12() are frequency-dependent ([10], pp. 246).
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(a) The general distributed circuit of frequency independent elements representing an interdigital
dielectrometry sensor. The shunt elements to ground are due to current flow through and capac-
itance of the surface charge distribution along the interface between drive and sense electrodes
and between the dielectric under test and substrate.
(b) The general equivalent circuit for an interdigital dielectrometry sensor.
Sensing electronics attached to the sensing electrode terminal contribute to
the voltage gain’s transfer function, so their configuration is important.
(c) The general equivalent circuit of a interdigital dielec-
trometry sensor, hooked up to a short circuit current
mode (SCCM) signal sensing circuit.
Figure 2-1: The general equivalent circuit of the sensor by itself and attached to a voltage or
current sensing circuit.
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2.2 Mathematical Model Solvers: GETGP3, ESTLSQ, EST3
The dielectrometry sensor and material under test can also be modeled mathematically as a
quasi-static electric fields problem. Three computer programs called GETGP3, ESTLSQ and
EST3 that utilize such a model to relate the voltage gain transfer function to the material under
test complex dielectric constants and layer thicknesses have been created by former students.
The GETGP3 parameter estimator is a software package created by former student Yanko
Sheiretov (now Ian Shay). The software simulates the potential profile of the interdigitated
dielectrometry sensors and returns the gain and phase of the voltage signal on the sensing
electrode as a function of AC steady state frequency. It uses a mathematical continuum model
and numerical techniques to calculate the electric field in the vicinity of the sensor. Some
idealized assumptions are made in the model [27]. The program does not support dispersive
sample materials per se, although such materials can be simulated by running it multiple times
across a range of frequencies and substituting the appropriate values of the dispersive complex
dielectric constant each time. The program almost always converges on a solution.
ESTLSQ is a companion package to GETGP3 and it solves the same problem but inversely.
Given a gain]phase measurement at a particular frequency, ESTLSQ calculates the complex
dielectric constant and the thickness of the sample layers. ESTLSQ runs the forward model
used in GETGP3 iteratively and finds a solution using a multidimensional Newton’s method.
It optimizes the solution using a least squares fit. The program can solve for up to as many
variables (complex permittivity or layer thickness) as there are sensors. Additional variables
must be known and given as inputs. It considers data points at distinct frequencies separately.
EST3 is a subset of ESTLSQ that is capable of estimating a given number of parameters from
gain-phase measurements taken with the same number of diﬀerent sensors. EST3 sometimes
does not converge on a solution.
2.3 Solutions from a mathematical model of the sensor
G12() and C12() of the general equivalent circuits in Figures 2-1(b) and 2-1(c) are almost al-
ways frequency dependent components. One special case where they are frequency-independent
exists for a lossless substrate and material under test. The circuit forms a capacitive impedance
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Units Single layer case Two layer case
Top layer relative permittivity - - 5
Top layer conductivity 

- 10
Top layer thickness mm - 5000
Bottom layer relative permittivity - 1,2,5 1,2,5
Bottom layer conductivity 

0,1,100 0,1,100
Bottom layer thickness mm 50 5
Sensor wavelength  mm 5 5
Sensor substrate relative permittivity - 2.1 2.1
Sensor substrate conductivity 

0 0
Sensor substrate normalized thickness 

- 0.0508 0.0508
Normalized feedback capacitance 
	
- 609 609
Table 2.1: The parameters used for the simulations of the one and two layer material under
test cases in Figures 2-2 and 2-3 where sensor wavelength  is the spatial periodicity of the
sensor, t is the thickness and 	
	 is the total permittivity of the substrate,  is the SCCM
feedback capacitor and  is the total sensing electrode meander length equal to the length of
each sensing electrode finger times the number of fingers.
divider with the voltage gain transfer function, b = 


= −12

 Both legs of the impedance
divider are purely imaginary, and the frequency dependence of the capacitors cancels so that
the response is independent of frequency. The Bode plot for this case is shown in Figure 2-2(a)
for three permittivities with  = 0. For single layers of a lossy material under test the equiva-
lent capacitance and conductance are functions of frequency, as seen in the same Figure. The
parameters of the material under test and of the sensor used in the simulations are given in
Table 2.1. For configurations where the material under test consists of two distinct (possibly
lossy) layers, the components G12() and C12() are also frequency dependent and exhibit
breakpoints at two frequencies corresponding to weighted combinations of the two materials’
properties and thicknesses. Figures 2-3(a) and 2-3(b) show the gain and phase components
of Bode plots calculated using the forward solver GETGP3 for the two layer material under
the test configurations of Figure 2-3(c). The test material consists of two layers capped by a
grounded conducting plane. The curves for a conducting bottom layer show a behavior for a
frequency dependent capacitance and conductance. Note that the frequency break point is
increased by two decades when the conductivity of the bottom layer is increased by two orders
of magnitude, demonstrating that those breakpoints are due to the conductivity of the bottom
layer.
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(a) The gain for nine cases of a single layer sample under test.
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(b) The phase for nine cases of a single layer sample under test.
(c) A single layer sample under test where the
complex dielectric constant is varied.
Figure 2-2: A survey of calculated gain and phase responses using GETGP3 for a single layer
of material under test that has three values of relative permittivity {1, 2, 5} and three values of
conductivity {0, 1, 100} [uS/m], for a total of nine cases.
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(a) The gain for nine cases of a two layer sample under test.
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(b) The phase for nine cases of a two layer sample under test.
(c) A two layer sample under test where the bot-
tom layer’s complex dielectric constant is varied.
Figure 2-3: A survey of calculated gain and phase responses using GETGP3 for two layers of
material under test where the top layer has relative permittivity of 5 and conductivity of 10
[uS/m], and the bottom layer has three values of relative permittivity {1, 2, 5} and three values
of conductivity {0, 1, 100} [uS/m], for a total of nine cases.
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2.4 Equivalent Circuits of Real Measurements
A simplified interdigital dielectrometry sensor can be made by placing two strips of conducting
copper shielding adhesive tape side by side on a sheet of Teflon. While one strip (the driving
electrode) is driven at a variable frequency sinusoidal voltage, the other strip (the sensing
electrode) is attached to the inverting input of an integrating opamp which has a capacitor as
its feedback path. The sensing electrode is held at ground potential by the opamp and the
voltage output of the opamp is proportional to and lags by 2 the sinusoidal current that is
drawn from the sensing electrode. This sensing method is known as the short circuit current
mode or SCCM. The sensor is placed with the copper strips facing up on a grounded plane and
materials to be tested are set on top of the sensor. Such a sensor behaves approximately like
the multi-fingered interdigital dielectrometry sensors that are used throughout this thesis, and
is described in more detail in Section 6.6.3.
The simple material under test configurations of Section 2.3 can be used to understand
frequency-dependent behavior in real measurements by using distinctly insulating and slightly
conducting materials. A Staedtler rubber eraser is a good slightly conducting material, while a
sheet of Teflon is almost a perfect insulator. The two materials were set up in four configurations
on the simplified two strip sensor to represent the cases studied above. The configurations were
air only; a layer of Teflon above the eraser; layers of Teflon above and below the eraser; and a
layer of Teflon below the eraser. The gain and phase responses of these setups are illustrated in
Figures 2-4(a) and 2-4(b), respectively. The measurement of air represents the purely capacitive
circuit for a lossless substrate and material under test and has flat gain and a phase of zero
that is not dependent on frequency. The measurement of the eraser with a Teflon layer above
it represents the case for 	1 = 1 or 	1 = 100 from the previous section. The gain flattens at
lower frequencies due to saturation of the integrating op amp, but would otherwise continue
rising as the frequency decreases. The eraser with a Teflon layer both on top and below it
behaves like the case where 	1 = 0 in Figure 2-3 and also shows the predicted response, with a
pole caused by the capacitance of the insulating Teflon layer at a frequency just below the zero.
Finally the case of the eraser with a Teflon layer under it but not on top represents a circuit
that is diﬀerent from the cases analyzed in the previous section, because it has a connection to
ground via the top grounded plate.
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(a) Measured gain for various configurations of a Staedtler rubber eraser,
a slight conductor, and Teflon, an insulator.
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(b) Measured phase for various configurations of Staedtler rubber eraser,
a slight conductor, and Teflon, an insulator.
Figure 2-4: Diﬀerent combinations of a good insulator (Teflon sheet) and a slight conductor
(a Staedtler rubber eraser) produce measured gain and phase responses that are represented by
the equivalent circuits studied in the previous section. The measurement suﬀered from noise
especially in the case where the eraser rubber was in contact with the sensor electrodes. At high
frequencies the phase is prone to be noisy because small time errors correspond to large phase
errors. At frequencies below 1 Hz, the integrator is saturated, so measurements are meaningless.
The cause of the large spike at 200 Hz is unknown.
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Chapter 3
Maxwell 2DTM Numerical
Simulations
3.1 Introduction to Maxwell 2D
Ansoft’s Maxwell 2D finite element modeling software is a valuable tool for solving field problems
in electric, magnetic and electromechanical systems. In this research, Maxwell 2D has been
used to confirm the accuracy of the GETGP3 forward problem solver. Both software packages
perform the same task of extracting electrode transimpedance per length from a 2D description
of the physical setup of the sensor. While GETGP3 does this calculation using a Fourier
series of analytical solutions, Maxwell 2D uses finite element mathematics to break the problem
space into triangles and solves simultaneous boundary conditions at the adjacent edges of every
triangle pair. Although neither method is exact, they should converge to the correct answer with
arbitrary accuracy because they start from the same governing equations: Maxwell’s equations
and the constitutive relations. The impedance values resulting from Maxwell 2D’s calculations
were converted to gain and phase values that could be compared directly to the gain and phase
output of GETGP3. As expected, the output of the two programs did converge.
While GETGP3 is limited to solving for the gain and phase of the signal from a traditional
interdigital electrode pair, Maxwell 2D is a more versatile program because any geometry can be
defined for its input. As an example, the sensing electrode can be segmented along its length,
essentially forming multiple thin electrodes whose total area is equivalent to the traditional
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Figure 3-1: A section of an interdigital dielectrometry sensor in which the sensing electrode,
at the right, has been segmented. All the segments are virtually grounded, and the current
from each segment can be monitored separately to yield more information about the layers of a
material under test.
sense electrode’s area. A cross section of a segmented sensing electrode dielectrometry sensor
is illustrated in Figure 3-1. A second study was performed using Maxwell 2D to determine the
advantage that segmenting the sense electrode could provide on electric field penetration depth.
Hypothetically, the center segment will be the termination of the most deeply penetrating
electric field lines, while the more shallow field lines will terminate at the outer segments, as
illustrated in Figure 3-2. As a result the signal on the center segmented sensor electrode will
be more strongly influenced by materials further away from the sensor pad, but will also be
weaker because the area of the center electrode will be only a fraction of the total. Maxwell 2D
can help to find an optimum balance between these two trade oﬀs.
In this chapter, a step-by-step procedure for solving a conductance and capacitance problem
in Maxwell 2D is given. Important theory is discussed along the way. Next, Maxwell 2D is used
to simulate the same problem that had already been solved by GETGP3, and the two program
results are shown to agree. Finally, results for the segmented electrode study are presented and
discussed.
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Figure 3-2: A cross section of half a segmented sensing electrode and half of the adjacent driving
electrode. The field lines from the center of the sensing electrode penetrate the deepest into the
material under test, and can be measured separately due to the segmentations of the sensing
electrode.
3.2 Setting up a problem in Maxwell 2D
3.2.1 Beginning a Project
This procedure for completing a solution in Maxwell 2D assumes no experience of the reader.
In most cases the steps appear in the Maxwell 2D environment from top to bottom in the order
they will be completed. The procedure describes the steps taken for the particular research
of this thesis. For more general information, open the help application from the bottom of
the project window. Occasionally the FrameViewer application has trouble opening the help
menu. If this happens, go to the blank FrameViewer application that has opened and choose
File/Index.
To begin a new project, open Maxwell 2D, select Projects, open a New Project and name
it. The project window for your new project will automatically open.
Select the type of solver to use. For calculating conductance and capacitance, use AC
Conduction.
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3.2.2 Drawing the Model
Select Define Model/Draw Model and draw your model of electrodes, grounds, substrate, ma-
terials under test etc., in the graphics window that appears. Be sure to set the units to the
desired scale. For better precision, you can specify coordinates by typing in the boxes below the
drawing window. Follow the prompts below the drawing window while performing a routine,
such as editing a vertex. Maxwell 2D assumes that closed paths represent solid material and
refers to them as Objects. Objects are given a name when you create them, and are assigned
a material later in the design process. The area within the drawing boundary that is not filled
with Objects is automatically recognized as its own Object named Background, and can be
assigned a material later. Open paths are distinguished from closed ones in that they are not
considered Objects and cannot be assigned a material. However, open paths are still useful
in a model because they can be used to define boundaries and as paths along which to find
solutions.
You may want to sweep the dimension of an object and have Maxwell 2D solve the problem
at incremental values of the dimension. If so, include that object in the drawing. If the object
you will vary is meant to be in direct contact with other objects, it is a good idea to draw them
initially with a space in between. This allows you to unambiguously select constraint points
when you get to that step. Later when you set the values of the constraints, you can set them
so the space between the objects goes to zero.
To prepare an object’s dimension to be swept, or simply to make that dimension easy to
modify in the future, select Constraint/Add/Point-to-Point Distance. Click on the point that
you wish to be an anchor, and then on the point you wish to constrain. Both points must be
on object boundaries: they cannot be floating. If the anchor and constrained points are on
the same object, the object will change size. If they are on diﬀerent objects, the object will
move without changing size. Note also that the constrained point can move only along the
direction of the constraining vector when you sweep the value of this constraint. Now give your
constraint a Name and an Expr (Expr is just another name for ’value’). Do not select ’Enforce’
until all of your constraints are set up. Enforce causes a constraint to be eﬀected. Selecting
enforce on one constraint causes all constraints to be enforced.
The nomenclature used in Maxwell 2D for the constraint system is not entirely rigorous. A
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Figure 3-3: A screenshot of the constraint setup on the sensing electrode segments before en-
forcing. Note the gaps labelled c2 between electrode segments to make point selection easier.
rigorous system would be as follows: A constraint defines the geometric distance between two
points (or angle between lines or the length of an arc, depending on the constraint type), and
hence should be considered a relationship with no numeric value. A variable is the numeric
value assigned to a constraint. For example, here is how the terms ’variable’ and ’constraint’
should be applied: . Maxwell 2D follows this nomenclature but also allows a
constraint name to be used as a variable, with a value equal to the value given to that constraint.
Thus if the constraint named ’mid_distance’ has a value of 5, setting the value of the constraint
named ’top_distance’ as ’mid_distance’ is allowed and gives ’top_distance’ a value of 5. For
example, if you’ve made a constraint like this, then you can make another
one like this and it will have a value of 5. When sweeping the geometry,
both constraints and variables are eligible for sweeping. With this in mind, add constraints
to your objects to fully define the geometry that you want to sweep. Be sure that you select
anchor and constraint points where you actually want them to avoid overlapping objects when
you try to enforce your constraints. This is why it’s a good idea to separate the objects when
you initially draw them, as shown in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-4 shows how the gap is removed after
the constraint is enforced. When the last constraint is in place, select Constraint/Enforce. The
geometry of your drawing should now change to correspond to the values of the constraints
that you have set up. This geometric version of your model is called the ’Nominal Problem’.
Save your work, and exit from Define Model.
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Figure 3-4: Constraint setup after enforcing. All dimensions change to their constrained values.
This geometry is called the nominal problem.
3.2.3 Defining the Materials
Choose Setup Materials. In the window, select an object that you wish to define from the top
list on the left, or by clicking on it in the model window. Then select a material from the bottom
list, and click the Assign button between the two lists. If you want to create your own material
characteristics, select Material/Add or Material/Derive and fill in the dielectric parameters that
are available. Assign materials to all of your model objects and to the background. Save and
exit from Setup Materials.
3.2.4 Setting Up Potentials
Choose Setup Boundaries/Sources. Here you will declare which objects or surfaces behave
as voltage or charge sources in your problem. To select objects in this step, you must use
Edit/Select instead of simply clicking on the desired line. Choose a method for selecting an
object that will become a source and make the selection. Now choose Assign/Source and declare
the values for the source.
Because some real problems do not have well defined boundaries, they cannot be drawn
accurately on a real sheet of paper. For example, the field of a point charge extends to infinity,
but no drawing area is large enough to show that there is nothing between the point charge and
infinity. In this window, you will be able to indicate in the finite drawing area how the artificial
drawing boundaries should be interpreted. Select Assign/Boundaries/Balloon to model the area
outside of your drawing space as nearly infinite, isolating your model from all other objects.
The potential goes to zero at infinity. You can also declare edges interior to the drawing to
map onto other non-adjacent edges, by using the Master/Slave options. To create an infinite
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periodic structure that is symmetrical, you can define opposite edges of the drawing to be
symmetry axes in Setup Boundaries/Sources. To create an infinite periodic structure that is
not symmetrical, you must use the Master/Slave boundaries.
3.2.5 Declaring Executive Parameters
This section discusses admittance, a property of AC circuits. Signals are marked with a tilde
(e.g., e ) to indicate that they are AC and of a single frequency. Diﬀerentiation is carried out
by multiplying a signal by .
Figure 3-5: The admittance between two nodes is the reciprocal of impedance. Admittance is a
characteristic of AC circuits.
Finding the admittance of a conductance G in parallel with a capacitance C ( = + 	
[Siemens]) between exactly two nodes is an easy problem to visualize, as in Figure 3-5. When a
potential is applied between the two nodes, they will hold opposite charges, and a current will
flow between them. The amount of charge that node 0 will hold is expressed by the definition
of capacitance:
e0 = 	(e0 − e1) (3.1)
or after diﬀerentiating,
 e0 = e0	 = 	(e0 − e1) (3.2)
The amount of current that will flow out of node 0 is expressed by Ohm’s law,
e0
 = (e0 − e1) (3.3)
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Figure 3-6: The admittance between three nodes is the superposition of the admittance between
each pair of nodes.
Combining these equations we can write
e = e0	 + e0
 = (+ 	)(e0 − e1) =  (e0 − e1) [A] (3.4)
where admittance,  , is,
 = + 	 [S] (3.5)
conductance, , is,
 =
1

[S] (3.6)
and susceptance, , is,
	 = [] (3.7)
When there are more than two nodes, the problem is simply a linear superposition of all the
possible two-node combinations. This can be represented succinctly in a matrix. For example,
given a system such as in Figure 3-6 with three nodes labeled 0 1 and 2, the current leaving
node 0 is expanded from Equation 3.1 as
e0 = (01 + 02)e0 − 01 e1 − 02 e2 (3.8)
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or in matrix form
e0 = h 01 + 02 −01 −02 i


e0e1e2

 (3.9)
The full matrix is


e0e1e2

 =


01 + 02 −01 −02
−10 10 + 12 −12
−20 −21 20 + 21




e0e1e2

 (3.10)
The diagonal entries in the matrix represent the self admittance of a node and are numeri-
cally equal to the current that will flow from it if it is set to 1 volt and all other nodes are set
to zero volts. The oﬀ-diagonal entries represent the mutual admittances between nodes and are
numerically equal to the current that will flow from each of the other nodes when one node is
set to 1 volt and all other nodes are set to zero.
Now consider that if all potentials are referenced to node 0, V˜0 is identically zero, and
no ambiguity is lost. We can eliminate the zeroth column from the matrix because it now
contributes nothing to the current. And if we don’t care to know what current is flowing from
node 0, we can eliminate the zeroth row from the matrix as well, resulting in an abbreviated
matrix: 

e1e2

 =

 10 + 12 −12
−21 20 + 21




e1e2

 (3.11)
Note that node 0 still aﬀects the matrix in the diagonal entries, because it contributes to each
node’s self admittance.
In Maxwell 2D, to define the objects in your problem between which you want to find the
complex admittance, choose Executive Parameters/Matrix. Select an object from your model
that you wish to appear in the matrix, and assign it to be either a Signal Line or a Ground.
Ground corresponds to node 0 described above, and is simply a special case of a Signal Line
whose row and column have been eliminated from the admittance matrix. Only one node or
group can be identified as a Ground, and it is not necessary to identify any node as a Ground.
Maxwell 2D will calculate the admittance matrix for the nominal problem only. To calculate
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admittance entries for a parametric sweep, choose Setup Executive Parameters/Select Matrix
Entries. The entries you choose will be solved for every variation in the parametric sweep.
Maxwell 2D displays admittance as (conductance per unit length, capacitance per unit length)
in units of [S/m, F/m] where susceptance per unit length has been converted automatically to
capacitance per unit length, 	 = 

.
3.2.6 Setting Up the Solution
Choose Setup Solution/Options to fine-tune the way Maxwell 2D will solve the problem. First
select Manual Mesh to refine the mesh that divides the problem space into triangles. In this
option, clear the automatic mesh by using Mesh/Delete, then create your own by specifying the
number of triangles to start with in each object of your drawing. Select Refine/Object, click
on an object, fill in the Refine Number box and choose Accept. When you have specified the
number of triangles you want in each object, choose Ok and a new mesh will be generated and
displayed. Exit from the Meshmaker.
Edit the variables in the Solve Setup screen as desired. Be sure to leave Starting Mesh on
Current instead of Initial, so that the mesh you just generated will be used. A reasonable error
to achieve in the problems presented here is 0.01% after several adaptive passes. When finished,
select Ok.
If you would like to run a parametric solution, choose Setup Solution/Variables. Choose
Variables/Add, and select the variable that you wish to sweep from the list that is pre-
sented. This variable will be added to the existing parameters in the table’s header. Choose
Data/Sweep, and click on the variable you wish to sweep. To create a linear sweep, leave the
function val(t) as t, and set t_start and t_end to the extremums of your sweeping range. To
create a functional sweep, such as logarithmic frequency, set val(t) to a function of t using
the special function characters that are described in the sweep window’s help button, and set
t_start and t_end to the values which will correspond to the extremums of your sweeping
range. The setup for a logarithmic frequency sweep is illustrated in Figure 3-7. Select Accept
and then Ok. When you select Ok, a row will be created for each value of the swept parameter.
Each row has a specific setup name, and each setup will be simulated one at a time when you
choose Solve/Variables later. Exit Setup Solution.
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(a) The function and starting and ending values setup for a logarithmic
frequency sweep. ’e2 and ’s2’ are the permittivity and conductivity of layer
2 that will be varied in a sweep of their own. ’s0’ is the conductivity of layer
0. Note the unconventional notation used for exponentiation, described
under Help.
(b) The frequency values generated by the function val(t).
Figure 3-7: Screenshots showing the syntax for setting up a logarithmic frequency sweep from
0.01 Hz to 1MHz with five steps per decade, and the resulting frequency values that will be
applied one at a time to the problem during the solution process.
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3.2.7 Solving
Select Solve/Nominal Problem to have Maxwell 2D solve the nominal problem (that is, the
model with all variables set to their original values when they were created). If you declared
admittance matrix Signal Line objects, the admittance matrix will be computed now. Maxwell
2D will solve the problem repeatedly, refining the mesh in the triangles of greatest error, up
to the maximum number of passes that you specified in Setup Solution/Options or until the
energy error target you specified is reached.
Select Solve/Variables to have Maxwell 2D solve the parametric model (that is, the model for
which you defined multiple values for variables under Setup Solution/Variables.) If any of the
variables of your model are dimensions, Maxwell 2D will start solving each setup using the initial
mesh. This is because some of the mesh seed points change every time the dimension changes,
making the current mesh incompatible with the new dimensions. To gain some control over the
mesh in this situation, you can add seed points in the Meshmaker window under Mesh/Seed,
and then save them using Mesh/Seed/SaveSeed. These seeds will be used to create the initial
mesh every time a parameter changes. You cannot include any other mesh refinements, such as
Refine/Object, in a parametric solution. If none of your variables are dimensions, then Maxwell
2D can use the same mesh for every parameter value, as long as you specify Mesh/Current (not
Mesh/Initial) in Setup Solution/Options.
3.2.8 Post Process
To view the field and potential solutions for your problem, select Post Process/Nominal Prob-
lem. In this window you can plot various field quantities and adjust the way they are displayed,
under Plot/Field. You can also create an animation to view the field as it changes over a cycle.
There is a very versatile tool under Data/Calculator. Although it is fairly diﬃcult to use, and
follows the rules of Reverse Polish Notation, it allows you to plot virtually any function of the
field solution. For example, you can find the potential along a path that you have previously
defined. A useful capability of Calculator lets you export to file the numerical value of a field
quantity at all the points on a user-specified grid. Follow these steps in calculator to export
the x component of the electric field on a grid:
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1. Input/Quantity/E
2. Input/Num/Scalar/type in the desired phase for the exported field
3. General/Cmplx/AtPhase
4. Input/Geom/Area/All
5. General/Domain
6. Vector/Scal?/ScalarX
7. Export/On Grid/type in the desired grid parameters and file name, and choose Ok.
Post Process cannot plot electric field lines. Instead, it plots arrows on a grid. Unfortunately,
when printing the electric field arrows, Maxwell 2D seems to convert the screen image to a
bitmap, so the arrows print wide and fuzzy and the high resolution of a laser printer is lost.
Printed electric fields plots from Maxwell 2D are not fantastic.
To view the admittance matrix for the nominal problem, choose Solutions/Matrix at the
top of the main screen. The admittance matrix can then be exported by choosing Opera-
tions/Export and specifying a path.
If you have completed a parametric solution, you cannot view any of the fields nor any
of the admittance matrices. These are calculated for the nominal problem only. Open Post
Process/Variables to view the variables that you had asked to be calculated during the para-
metric solution, such as the admittance between two particular nodes. To export the Variables,
choose File/Export.
3.3 Results
Maxwell 2D was first used to calculate the same gain and phase values that had been calculated
by GETGP3 for a 20 mm wavelength sensor to compare the accuracy of the two programs.
Four interesting sample material configurations were chosen for test cases and input into each
program for simulation. The sample cases are illustrated in Figure 3-8. The simulations were
conducted in Maxwell 2D as a parametric problem. A generic model was drawn with the three
layers of fixed thickness (0.1 mm, 0.9 mm and 2 mm), so that one mesh could be used for all
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(a) case 1 (b) case 2
(c) case 3 (d) case 4
Figure 3-8: Four configurations of perfectly insulating and slightly conducting layers of dielectric,
simulated in Maxwell and also in GETGP3, for comparison.
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of the setups and the time for mesh generation would be eliminated. The model drawing is
shown in Figure 3-9(a). The dielectric constant and conductivity of each layer were defined as
parameters rather than constants in Setup Materials. This allowed the dielectric constant and
conductivity to be varied in Setup Solution/Variables. Each of the four material configurations
was set up to be simulated on a logarithmic range of frequencies from 0.01Hz to 1MHz with five
steps per decade, totalling 41 setups per configuration, or 164 setups in total. Each setup took
approximately four minutes to solve. The mesh that was used was produced by first refining the
number of triangles in each of the sample layers and in the substrate, and then letting Maxwell
2D refine the resulting mesh three times to a final error of 0.0126% and 19578 triangles by
running the nominal problem. The final mesh is shown in Figure 3-9(b). Since the geometry
remained constant for all 164 setups, the mesh did not have to be regenerated, so the same
one was used for all of the setups. Each setup of the parametric problem was allowed only one
pass to avoid mesh refinement. The simulation was conducted in GETGP3 as four separate
problems, each solving one of the four material configurations and using the parameters of a 20
mm wavelength sensor and a 1 nF feedback capacitor. The GETGP3 input files are listed in
Table 3.1. The output file from GETGP3 was a list of gain and phase values at ten frequencies
per decade between 0.01 Hz and 1 MHz. Next, the capacitance and conductance calculated by
Maxwell 2D were converted to the gain and phase that would be measured by a sensor with
a 1 m meander length and a 1 nF feedback capacitor. The capacitance and conductance from
Maxwell 2D must be multiplied by 2 because only half of each electrode is represented in the
model.
 = 20 log
Ã
2
p
(	12)2 +212
	
!
(3.12)
 = arctan
µ
12
−	12
¶
(3.13)
	 = 1 [nF] (3.14)
The gain and phase from the two programs are compared in Figures 3-10 and 3-11, and it is
evident that the two programs converge to the same result. Note also that curves representing
the gain and phase response that would result from a circuit consisting of a discrete capacitor
in parallel with a resistor are included in the plots. It is interesting to compare the response of
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(a) A three layer Maxwell model where the dielectric constant of each layer
was varied in a parametric sweep to simulate the four cases of Figure 3-8 .
(b) The mesh generated for the model contains 19578 triangles and resulted
in a final energy error of 0.0126% .
Figure 3-9: The three layer model and the mesh used for the simulations of the four cases of
Figure 3-8 .
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input parameters
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
output file name ggp_x100.txt ggp_x101.txt ggp_x102.txt ggp_x103.txt
mode 3 3 3 3
surface permittivity 0 0 0 0
fourier terms 250 250 250 250
number of layers 1 2 2 2
number of sensors 1 1 1 1
take these params: - - - -
wavelength 2.00E-02 2.00E-02 2.00E-02 2.00E-02
substrate permittivity 1.86E-11 1.86E-11 1.86E-11 1.86E-11
substrate thickness 0.0127 0.0127 0.0127 0.0127
electrode spacing 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
normalized C 53.76 53.76 53.76 53.76
layer 0 thickness 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001
layer 0 perm, cond (4.43e-11,1e-6) (4.43e-11,1e-6) (4.43e-11,1e-6) (4.43e-11,1e-6)
layer 0 surf perm, cond (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
layer 1 thickness - 0.002 0.002 0.0009
layer 1 perm, cond - (4.43e-11,0) (8.85e-12,1e-4) (4.43e-11,1e-6)
layer 1 surf perm, cond - (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
layer 2 thickness - - - 0.002
layer 2 perm, cond - - - (8.85e-12,1e-4)
layer 2 surf perm, cond - - - (0,0)
upper freq 1.00E+06 1.00E+06 1.00E+06 1.00E+06
lower freq 1.00E-02 1.00E-02 1.00E-02 1.00E-02
Table 3.1: Input parameters for GETGP3 for the four cases that are simulated by GETGP3
and Maxwell 2D for comparison. Input files can be used to provide the sensor specifications by
replacing the dash - in the ’take these params’ row with the file name.
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Figure 3-10: Gain derived from the capacitance and conductance calculated by Maxwell compared
to the gain calculated by GETGP3 for a 20mm wavelength sensor and four sample geometries.
A curve for constant conductance and capacitance values that uses the low frequency values of
case 1 shows how C and G are frequency dependent.
the dielectrometry sensor to the constant component response, and to develop one’s intuition
about what causes the features of each response.
3.3.1 Electrode Segmentation
The next exercise with Maxwell 2D was to determine the eﬀect of segmenting the sensing
electrode. Hypothetically, a segmented electrode provides greater penetration depth while
sacrificing signal strength. The capacitance per unit width of the sense electrode as a function
of the distance from its axis was determined. This can be used to calculate the capacitance of
any section of the electrode, allowing many segmentation schemes to be analyzed.
The sense electrode half was broken into two segments, both at zero volts, in the model,
as shown in Figure 3-12. The capacitance between each segment and the drive electrode was
calculated by Maxwell 2D. While the combined width of the two segments remained constant,
the width of each segment was varied from zero to the full half width of the electrode. Since
the geometry changed, the series could not be executed as a parametric solution. Each segment
width was setup manually and simulated as a nominal problem. The complete series was run
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Figure 3-11: Phase derived from the capacitance and conductance calculated by Maxwell com-
pared to the phase calculated by GETGP3 for a 20mm wavelength sensor and four sample
geometries.
for three diﬀerent heights of the ground plane above the sensor: 0.5 mm, 3 mm and 20 mm. A
drawing of the 3 mm model with a split sensing electrode is shown in Figure 3-12, and a mesh
for the 3 mm model is shown in Figure 3-13. A relation between the capacitance per unit
width and the distance from the electrode axis was established, and is plotted in Figure 3-14.
3.3.2 Optimum Segmentation Width
Determining the optimum segmentation width is not an easy problem. A narrower sensing
electrode terminates fewer of the shallow-penetrating field lines and thus produces a signal that
represents a deeper section of the material. A wider sensing electrode intercepts more field
lines from the driving electrode and thus produces a higher signal strength, and thus a higher
signal to noise ratio. The analysis should consider the noise characteristic of the device used to
amplify the received signal versus the depth of electric field penetration. The optimal width is
the one which produces the least error margin in the derived values for the sample’s complex
dielectric constant and thickness.
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Figure 3-12: The model used to calculate the capacitance per unit width of the sense electrode,
showing the constraints on the width of the sense electrode segment and on the height of the
ground plane above the sensor, presently set to 3mm. The width of the model is 10mm.
Figure 3-13: The mesh generated by Maxwell after three passes starting from 5000 triangles in
the air-filled area and 3000 in the substrate. Note the increased triangle density in the areas of
high field intensity, especially at the corner of the driving electrode.
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Figure 3-14: The capacitance per unit area of a 20mm wavelength sensor, from the sensing
electrode to the driving electrode with the ground plane at various heights. The capacitance
towards the middle of the sensing electrode is more severely decreased for a lower ground plane,
because more field lines are intercepted by the ground plane. The capacitance per unit width
near the sensing electrode center was near zero for the 0.5mm high ground plane, so it could
not be plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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Chapter 4
GETGP3 Forward Solver and
ESTLSQ Inverse Solver
4.1 GETGP3 Forward Solver
The GETGP3 parameter estimator is a software package created by former student Yanko
Sheiretov (now Ian Shay). The software simulates the potential profile of the interdigitated
dielectrometry sensors and returns the gain and phase of the voltage signal on the sensing
electrode as a function of AC steady state frequency. It uses a mathematical continuum model
and numerical techniques to calculate the electric field in the vicinity of the sensor. Some
idealized assumptions are made in the model, including that the electrode structure extends to
infinity in both planar directions; the interdigitated electrodes have zero thickness; the material
under study consists of a finite number of homogeneous layers which extend to infinity in the
horizontal directions and have dielectric properties that are independent of spatial position; the
topmost layer is in contact with a conducting grounded plane; at any given excitation frequency,
the dielectric properties of all materials are linear, so that if the input is a pure sinusoid, the
resulting output is also sinusoidal [27]. The input to the program consists of a text file, stored in
the same directory, in which the relevant parameters of the sensor and the material under test
are listed in a predefined order. The input file does not contain field headings. The program
does not support dispersive sample materials per se, although such materials can be simulated
by running it multiple times across a range of frequencies and substituting the appropriate values
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of the dispersive complex dielectric constant each time. The program almost always converges
on a solution. One way to judge its performance is to compare it to real measurements.
4.2 Comparison of Forward Simulations to Measurements
The results of GETGP3 simulations were compared to actual measurements to verify their
accuracy. Measurements from the short circuit current mdoe (SCCM) method and the Hewlett-
Packard 4192A Impedance Analyzer using the three wavelength sensor with 5 mm, 2.5 mm
and 1 mm wavelengths were compared to simulations of three diﬀerent sample materials: air,
LexanTM and TeflonTM. The input parameters for the simulation, summarized in Table 4.2,
were the measured thickness of the plastic samples and their dielectric constants ( [32], [30],
[31]), and the known geometry of the three-wavelength sensor.
The correlation of the simulation to measurements should be very close since the simulation
is analytical and can be made arbitrarily exact. However, the physical setup is not perfect.
Parameters that aﬀect the accuracy of the measurements but are diﬃcult to quantify are: air
layer thickness between the sensor surface and the sample material; surface finish of the sample;
contact quality; and actual interelectrode spacing. The air layer between the sensor and the
material under test was included in the model to compensate for all of the unknown parameters.
The thickness of the air layer was adjsuted to optimize the agreement between the simulations
and measurements for LexanTM.
To compare the data among the three methods, the gain]phase values from the GETGP3
output have been converted into capacitance values using the expression
	12 = −	10
| |
20 cos (4.1)
for FVGPM measurements and from the SCCM measurements with the expression
	12 = 	10
| |
20
−1 cos (4.2)
where a compensation of (-1) in the exponent has been made for a −10× amplification intro-
duced in the SCCM interface box by an additional 10x inverting amplifier to increase the signal
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Figure 4-1: Capacitance of the 5 mm wavelength sensor when measuring air, Teflon and Lexan,
comparing the data from the Short Circuit Current Mode, the HP 4192A impedance analyzer,
and the GETGP3 forward problem solver.
Wavelength [mm] amplifying board C [nF] meander length [m] [] f	
50 12 289 0255 186 − 11 609
25 13 291 0253 186 − 11 618
10 11 981 0251 186 − 11 2101
Table 4.1: The amplifier boards used in the experiment with their respective feedback capaci-
tances listed, and the meander lengths for each wavelength. Normalized feedback capacitance is
calculated according to Equation 4.3.
strength. Table 4.2 lists the input parameters for each simulation; the columns of that Table
can be used as the input files to GETGP3 by interspersing the sensor parameters from Table
4.3. Note that normalized feedback capacitance is calculated as
f	 = 	
!"#$%×  (4.3)
The feedback capacitance and meander length values for each wavelength are taken from Table
B.4 and are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4-2: Capacitance of the 2.5 mm wavelength sensor when measuring air, Teflon and
Lexan, comparing the data from the Short Circuit Current Mode, the HP 4192A impedance
analyzer, and the GETGP3 forward problem solver.
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Figure 4-3: Capacitance of the 1 mm wavelength sensor when measuring air, Teflon and Lexan,
comparing the data from the Short Circuit Current Mode, the HP 4192A impedance analyzer,
and the GETGP3 forward problem solver.
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material air LexanTM TeflonTM
input file parameters
output file name ggp_ou1b.dat ggp_ou3c.dat ggp_ou5d.txt
mode 3 3 3
surface permittivity 0 0 0
fourier terms 250 250 250
number of layers 1 2 2
number of sensors 3 3 3
sensor specs (see Table 4.3 for specs of 5 mm, 2.5 mm and 1 mm sensors)
layer 0 thickness 1000 0.01768 0.06
layer 0 (perm,cond) (8.85e-12,0) (2.8e-11,0) (1.86e-11,0)
layer 0 surf (perm,cond) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
layer 1 thickness - 0.00003 0.00003
layer 1 (perm,cond) - (8.85e-12,0) (8.85e-12,0)
layer 1 surf (perm,cond) - (0,0) (0,0)
upper freq 10000 10000 10000
lower freq 1000 1000 1000
simulated gain [dB] (not including +20dB from inverting opamp); phase = -180 for all cases
5 mm -69.5172 -59.1014 -62.5149
2.5 mm -65.5119 -56.9981 -59.8332
1 mm -69.6953 -65.375 -66.8673
simulated capacitance [nF]
5 mm 0.97 3.20 2.16
2.5 mm 1.54 4.11 2.97
1 mm 3.21 5.28 4.45
Table 4.2: The input files used to simulate measurements of infinite half-spaces of air, Teflon
and Lexan, with the gain results (note that phase is -180 degrees for any perfectly insulating
material), and the corresponding capacitance of each sensor wavelength.
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sensor #0 parameters -
spatial wavelength [m] 0.005
substrate permittivity [F/m] 1.86e-11
normalized substrate thickness 0.0508
normalized interelectrode spacing 0.25
normalized feedback capacitance 609
sensor #1 parameters -
spatial wavelength [m] 0.0025
substrate permittivity [F/m] 1.86e-11
normalized substrate thickness 0.102
normalized interelectrode spacing 0.25
normalized feedback capacitance 618
sensor #2 parameters -
spatial wavelength [m] 0.001
substrate permittivity [F/m] 1.86e-11
normalized substrate thickness 0.254
normalized interelectrode spacing 0.25
normalized feedback capacitance 2101
Table 4.3: The sensor specs for the 5 mm, 2.5 mm and 1 mm Teflon substrate sensors to be
inserted in Table 4.2 as input to GETGP3.
4.2.1 Discussion of Results
The air gap thickness was set at 30  to optimize the agreement between the simulation and
the measurements for Lexan. This value for air gap does not necessarily represent the true
thickness of the layer of air, since it compensates also for the air cavity between the 17.8 
thick electrodes, inaccurate interelectrode spacing, and surface roughness of the sample. It is
better called the equivalent air gap. With this correction, the GETGP3 data have excellent
agreement with the measured values for the 5 mm wavelength sensor in Figure 4-1 and the 2.5
mm wavelength sensor in Figure 4-2. The largest discrepancy is in the 1 mm wavelength sensor
for Lexan, in Figure 4-3, which may be due to contact quality or interelectrode spacing. It is
noted in ([10], pp. 218) that equivalent air gaps must be treated as separate parameters for
each wavelength of a three wavelength sensor, though here they have all been made the same
for simplicity.
Some steps can be taken to refine the comparison between measurement and model. A 20 lb
lead weight should always be place on top of the material under test to maximize contact quality
by minimizing air gap thickness between the sensor and the material under test, and the sample
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should be consistently placed for every measurement. The contact quality could be further
improved by depositing the sensor on the actual sample. Also the sample parameter space
should be enlarged by using other materials (preferably not granular or hydrophilic because
they are aﬀected by compaction and ambient humidity respectively) and including the new 10
mm, 20 mm and 40 mm wavelength sensors.
4.3 ESTLSQ Inverse Estimator
ESTLSQ is a companion package to GETGP3 and it solves the same problem but inversely.
Given a gain]phase measurement at a particular frequency, ESTLSQ calculates the complex
dielectric constant and the thickness of the sample layers. ESTLSQ runs the forward model
used in GETGP3 iteratively and finds a solution using a multidimensional Newton’s method.
It optimizes the solution using a least squares fit. The program can solve for up to as many
variables (complex permittivity or layer thickness) as there are sensors. Additional variables
must be known and given as inputs. It considers data points at distinct frequencies separately.
ESTLSQ uses the same phase convention as GETGP3: phase should be specified in the range
−180◦ ≤  & 180◦; a perfect insulator would result in a phase measurement of  = −180◦ while
a poor conductor would result in a phase measurement of  . 180◦. If a phase outside of the
range −180◦ ≤  & 180◦ is given, the program will add or subtract multiples of 360◦ until it is
inside the range.
Newton’s method suﬀers from the tendency to get stuck in local minima without finding
the global minimum. Although ESTLSQ uses methods to find good initial guesses near the
global minimum, it still reflects this flaw.
A subset of ESTLSQ is the program EST3, which must be given data from the same number
of sensors as there are variables (complex permittivity or layer thickness) to be solved for. EST3
sometimes does not converge on a solution.
4.3.1 Comparison of Inverse Simulations to Measurements
The inverse estimator ESTLSQ can be evaluated by comparing its results to the known complex
dielectric constants and thicknesses of the samples under test. The same three material config-
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urations used for investigating the forward system are used here: air, LexanTM and TeflonTM.
The measurements from the SCCM method are used as input parameters to the program (listed
in Table 4.5), and the desired output is the dielectric constant and the thickness of the material.
The ESTLSQ input files form the columns of Table 4.4 while the sensor parameters are listed
in Table 4.3.
The accuracy of ESTLSQ is hindered by the uncertainty over the air gap thickness, or
contact quality. This is especially true for the 1 mm wavelength sensor that has the smallest
penetration depth of all the sensors, because it has the greatest portion of electric field energy
in the air gap. Fortunately, the program considers all wavelengths simultaneously in attaining a
least squares best fit, so the error of the 1 mm sensor is averaged out with the relative accuracy
of the longer wavelength sensors.
The parameter estimates for air are quite accurate, and are summarized in Table 4.6. The
permittivity/conductivity pair represents one unknown complex variable, since together they
are equivalent to the complex dielectric constant. The negative conductivity is due to a phase
measurement  ' −180◦, and should be considered a result of noise since the average phase
measurement is so close to -180◦.
The two trials for Lexan 1 and Lexan 2 are identical except for the initial guess that was
supplied to ESTLSQ for the permittivity of Lexan and for the thickness of the air gap. See
Table 4.4 for the initial values. In the first trial, Lexan 1, the initial guesses were 2.8e-11 

and
30  respectively, and the results agreed quite closely with these values. See Table 4.6 for the
results. In the second trial, Lexan 2, the initial guesses were deliberately moved away from the
correct values, to 2e-11 

for the permittivity of Lexan and 50  for the air gap thickness,
respectively. Again, the results agreed quite closely with the initial guess rather than with the
true value of the unknowns. This reflects a tendency of the Newton’s root finding method to
get stuck in local minima. Importantly, the gain error was roughly 0.1 (quite small) for the
first trial that provided accurate results, and roughly 0.43 (four times larger) for the second
trial that was less accurate. So although ESTLSQ suﬀers from this root finding problem, it is
able to indicate with good accuracy how well its results fit the input data points.
However, ESTLSQ’s accuracy may be over represented in the data of Table 4.6 due to the
following phenomenon. If the program is allowed to determine two parameters, then it is able
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to vary one of them in order to fit the other one well. For example, in the Lexan 2 case at 10
Hz, the program has determined a very accurate value of 2.83e-11 

for the permittivity of
Lexan by giving the air gap a negative thickness. Giving the program the ability to choose air
gap thickness in the simulations for Lexan and Teflon may explain why these simulations have
very consistent, accurate results for permittivity, while the air gap thickness it determines may
in fact be very inaccurate. Significantly, since the measurement is very sensitive to the air gap
thickness, the permittivity estimates would be much less accurate if the air gap thickness was
known and was not allowed to vary in ESTLSQ simulations.
material air Lexan 1 Lexan 2 Teflon
input file parameters
output file name lsq_o07b.txt lsq_o08b.txt lsq_o08e.txt lsq_o09b.txt
mode 3 3 3 3
surface permittivity (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
fourier terms 250 250 250 250
number of layers 1 2 2 2
number of sensors 3 3 3 3
number of unknowns 1 2 2 2
unknown parameters 0,b 0,b,1,t 0,b,1,t 0,b,1,t
sensor specs (see Table 4.3 for specs of 5 mm, 2.5 mm and 1 mm sensors)
layer 0 thickness 1 0.01768 0.01768 0.06
layer 0 (perm,cond) (8.85e-12,0) (2.8e-11,0) (2e-11,0) (1.86e-11,0)
layer 0 surf (perm,cond) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
layer 1 thickness 0.00003 0.00005 0.00003
layer 1 (perm,cond) (8.85e-12,0) (8.85e-12,0) (8.85e-12,0)
layer 1 surf (perm,cond) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
number of data points 12 12 12 12
collocation point technique? yes yes yes yes
Table 4.4: The input files for ESTLSQ simulations of measurements on half spaces of air,
Lexan, and Teflon. The two cases for Lexan diﬀer in the initial guesses of permittivity of Lexan
and air gap thickness.
4.4 Future Work on the Parameter Estimator
The accuracy of GETGP3 in predicting the gain and phase of a particular measurement is
limited by the physical assumptions that are made about the measurement setup. The most
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material data point set
air 10000(-69.32,-179.8) 10000(-65.45,-179.6) 10000(-68.88,-178.7)
1000(-69.26,-179.9) 1000(-65.41,-179.9) 1000(-68.81,-179.8)
100(-69.23,-180.2) 100(-65.37,-180.2) 100(-68.76,-180.1)
10(-69.28,-180) 10(-65.43,-180.1) 10(-68.86,-180)
Lexan 1 10000(-59.24,179.98) 10000(-57.22,180.05) 10000(-63.68,180.42)
and Lexan 2 1000(-59.22,179.44) 1000(-57.2,179.7) 1000(-63.67,179.9)
100(-59.2,176.69) 100(-57.17,178.67) 100(-63.66,179.31)
10(-59.19,179.93) 10(-57.17,179.95) 10(-63.66,179.75)
Teflon 10000(-63.13,180.25) 10000(-61.13,180.18) 10000(-67.77,180.37)
1000(-63.14,180.28) 1000(-61.1,179.89) 1000(-67.77,180.08)
100(-63.09,180.03) 100(-61.11,179.76) 100(-67.75,179.97)
10(-63.13,179.97) 10(-61.1,179.33) 10(-67.69,179.65)
Table 4.5: Data points taken from measurements to be appended to the columns of Table 4.4
when used as input files to ESTLSQ. ESTLSQ treats each wavelength separately, and knows to
parse the points in the order that they are listed in Table 4.3, namely (5 mm, 2.5 mm, 1 mm).
significant of these assumptions are: the claimed dielectric constant of the material under test,
which can be unknowingly aﬀected by moisture in hydrophilic specimens such as paper, grain
size in non-solid specimens such as sugar, and temperature; and the air gap between the sensor
electrodes and the specimen, which presently incorporates the eﬀect of the air between the
electrodes themselves since they are assumed to have zero thickness in the model, and which is
diﬃcult to duplicate between measurements. The limits on the accuracy of GETGP3 in turn
aﬀect the accuracy of ESTLSQ, which uses GETGP3 iteratively to solve for unknown physical
parameter(s). Ultimately the usefulness of dielectrometry is due to the ability of the inverse
problem solver to estimate physical properties that cannot be measured directly. Parameters
that the system is sensitive to, such as uncertainty in known dielectric constants and in layer
thickness, will have to be controlled or strategically eliminated to achieve the best results.
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material frequency [kHz] permittivity conductivity thickness of air layer gain error
air 10 9.06e-12 -4.7e-9 - 4.07e-2
1 9.12e-12 -1.1e-10 - 4.21e-2
0.1 9.16e-12 1.8e-11 - 4.35e-2
0.01 9.09e-12 5.7e-13 - 4.01e-2
Lexan 1 10 2.80E-11 5.02E-10 2.94E-05 6.49E-02
1 2.79E-11 7.10E-10 2.79E-05 6.35E-02
0.1 2.78E-11 4.10E-11 7.90E-06 1.35E-01
0.01 2.83E-11 -8.03E-14 -1.32E-06 2.53E-01
Lexan 2 10 2.00E-11 -3.23E-12 4.70E-05 4.28E-01
1 2.00E-11 3.37E-12 4.70E-05 4.31E-01
0.1 2.00E-11 1.78E-12 4.70E-05 4.37E-01
0.01 2.00E-11 5.67E-15 4.70E-05 4.35E-01
Teflon 10 1.82e-11 -5.4e-9 7.03e-5 2.08e-2
1 1.83e-11 -4.6e-11 7.00e-5 1.92e-2
0.1 1.83e-11 2.2e-11 6.89e-5 2.19e-2
0.01 1.83e-11 6.3e-12 6.76e-5 2.26e-2
Table 4.6: Output from ESTLSQ simulations. Note that results are diﬀerent for the two Lexan
cases that had identical input data points but diﬀerent initial guesses. This means the initial
guess matters (it should not) and that ESTLSQ tends to get stuck in local minimums when
finding roots. Lexan 1 yields the more accurate result and thus has a smaller gain error.
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Part III
Experiments
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Chapter 5
Experimental Procedure
5.1 Introduction
Within the method of dielectrometry, there are several variations on the measuring technique.
Fundamentally, dielectrometry is the measurement of the capacitance and conductance between
two electrodes that are in proximity to a material whose dielectric constant is the quantity to
be determined. The measured capacitance and conductance are then related to the material’s
complex dielectric constant by a mathematical model of the system. In the simplest case the
electrodes form a parallel plate capacitor with capacitance C and conductance G and plates of
area A a distance d apart. The model of the system is then

 =
	!
(
(5.1)
 =
!
(
(5.2)
Interdigital dielectrometry has the benefit that the sensor lies all in one plane and so can be
applied to a sample material from just one side, instead of having to sandwich the sample. This
comes at the cost of having a more complex model relating the permittivity and conductivity
to the measured quantities of capacitance and conductance which are generally functions of
frequency. Although the math becomes more complex, the procedure is the same: measure
the capacitance and conductance between the two electrodes; develop a model that relates
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Figure 5-1: The equivalent circuit for the floating voltage with ground plane mode measurement
method.
capacitance and conductance to the complex dielectric constant of the sample material; solve
for the complex dielectric constant using the model.
The research for this thesis has employed three methods for measuring the impedance be-
tween the sensor’s electrodes: the Short Circuit Current Mode (SCCM), the Floating Voltage
Guard Plane Mode (FVGPM), and a commercial Hewlett-Packard Impedance Analyzer. For
each method, the procedure is described first. Preliminary testing of all the equipment is de-
scribed next. Results of the measurements are then presented. Some improvements to the
method are described, and the results using the improved method are presented.
5.2 Measurement Methods
Floating Voltage with Ground Plane Mode
The original dielectrometry sensors at MIT consist of a driving electrode to which a sinusoidal
voltage of constant amplitude is applied (the driving signal), a sensing electrode loaded by a
known capacitance C whose potential is measured, and a grounded backplane that eliminates
contributions to the signal from the back side of the sensor. The equivalent circuit of the sensor
is shown in Figure 5-1.
The complex gain between the sensing and driving electrodes is given by
b = 

=
12 + 	12
12 +20 + )(	12 +	20) + (	)
(5.3)
This equation involves the unknown components C12 and G12 which we would like to know,
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Figure 5-2: The equivalent circuit for the floating voltage with guard plane mode measurement
method.
as well as C20 and G20 which are not useful because they are simply properties of the sensor
and not of the material under test. All of these elements are frequency dependent, it should be
noted, because they represent a circuit that diﬀers topologically from the actual sensor ([10],
pp125). Alternatively, the actual sensor could be represented by a discrete circuit of elements
that are not dependent on frequency, but such a circuit would require an infinite number of
discrete elements. Equation 5.3, which is in the complex domain, can be solved for at most 2
variables, yet there are four that we do not know: G12, C12, G20 and C20.
A solution to this problem is to eliminate C20 and G20 by driving the backplane at the same
potential as the sensing electrode, described next.
Floating Voltage with Guard Plane Mode
A potential equal to that of the sensing electrode is applied to the guard fingers and the
backplane, eliminating the contribution of these conductors to the self capacitance of the sensing
electrode. The equivalent circuit for this configuration is shown in Figure 5-2.
The complex gain is now given by Equation 5.4
b = 

=
	12 +12
	12 + 	 +12
=
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ cos * +  ¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ sin * (5.4)
where the explicit solution of G12 and C12 is:
	12() = −
	
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ (¯¯¯ b¯¯¯− cos *)
1 +
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯2 − 2 ¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ cos * (5.5)
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Figure 5-3: The equivalent circuit for the short circuit current mode measurement method.
12() = −
	
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ sin *
1 +
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯2 − 2 ¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ cos * (5.6)
As a consequence of driving the backplane at the sensing electrode voltage, the backplanes of
each wavelength on a three wavelength sensor must be separated. Also, all grounded conductors
must be placed suﬃciently far away from the sensing electrode so that the elimination of C20 is
valid. This requires that the ground plane above the sample material be driven at the sensing
electrode potential as well.
Short Circuit Current Mode
The advantage of a simplified equivalent circuit and the convenience of a grounded backplane
are combined in the design of the Short Circuit Current Mode. The equivalent circuit is shown
in Figure 5-3 and the complex gain is
b = 

= −12 + 	12
	
=
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ cos * +  ¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ sin * (5.7)
where G12 and C12 can be explicitly solved for and are:
	12() = −
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯	 cos = −Ren bo	 (5.8)
12 () = 	
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ sin = Imnbo	 (5.9)
One should remember that these are frequency dependent because they do not represent the
actual circuit topology.
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5.2.1 The Floating Voltage Guard Plane Mode System (FVGPM)
Because the Short Circuit Current Mode (SCCM) is used almost exclusively in the research for
this thesis, and because the procedure for SCCM is a little more detailed than for FVGPM,
the procedure is described in full under the Short Circuit Current Mode section that follows.
A few notes specific to FVGPM are included here.
Required Equipment
• Controller Box (labelled {A,B,C,D,E})
• Interface Box (FVGPM’s labelled {6,7})
• Sensor (Zahn 2 for FVGPM)
• Controller Box to Serial Port cable
• Takedata.exe (preferred) or a terminal program such as Kermit or Hyperterminal
Setting up the Equipment
To use the equipment, follow this procedure:
Attach the interface box to the controller box making sure to use the middle circular bulk-
head connector on the controller box as shown in Figure 5-4. The FVGPM interface box has
only one driving electrode output, but three sensing electrode inputs corresponding to the three
wavelengths of a three wavelength sensor, as pictured in Figure 5-5. It can also be used reliably
with a single wavelength sensor plugged into any one of the input channels.
5.2.2 The Short Circuit Current Mode System
The sensor is connected to a system of electronics which sends the driving voltage signal, receives
the transmitted voltage signal from the sensing electrode, processes the signal, and stores the
data. The system consists of the sensor, an interface box, a controller box, and a PC, and is
illustrated in Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-4: The connection of the FVGPM interface box to the controller box uses the middle
circular bulkhead connector.
Figure 5-5: The interface box has only one driving output, but three sensing inputs, correspond-
ing to the three channels of a three wavelength sensor.
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Figure 5-6: The SCCM system assembled and measuring a shoe with a three wavelength sensor.
Required Equipment:
• Controller Box (labelled {A,B,C,D,E})
• Interface Box (SCCM’s labelled {1,2,3,4,5})
• A two electrode dielectrometry sensor, such as the one built by SeongHwa Kang in 1998
• Controller Box to Serial Port cable
• Controller Box to Interface Box cable
• Takedata.exe (preferred) or a terminal program such as Kermit or Hyperterminal
Setting up the Equipment
To use the equipment, follow this procedure:
Clear a desk near the PC that you plan to use for logging data. Make sure the PC has a free
serial port, and note which one it is if it has multiple serial ports. Plug the PC-to-controller box
cable into the serial port. This is the only connection from the PC to the sensing equipment.
Place the controller box, the interface box, and the sensor on the cleared desk in such a way
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that they are accessible for debugging but won’t be damaged by heavy samples or weights.
Plug the circular connector end of the serial cable into the controller box. Attach the controller
box to the interface box with the appropriate cable making sure to use the two rightmost
bulkhead circular connectors on the controller box as shown in Figure 5-7. Be sure also to
screw the interface box side of the cable, a Dsub connector, into its socket, to ensure a reliable
connection that will not cause weeks of frustration. Finally, check the feedback capacitance of
each amplifying board in the interface box by unscrewing and removing the bottom cover and
reading the ID number on each board. The measured feedback capacitance of each board can be
found in Table 5.1. Exchange the boards for ones with diﬀerent values of feedback capacitance
if desired, or if a board with the capacitance you want does not exist, modify one of the boards
by carefully desoldering the feedback capacitor from it and installing your own that has been
precisely measured. Be sure to record which boards you are using and the modifications you
have made. Replace the bottom cover of the interface box. Screw the gold SMA coaxial
connectors of the sensor into the corresponding driving and sensing electrode receptacles of the
interface box. Place your sample on the sensor. Finally, plug in the controller box to a power
outlet. Note that it is sometimes useful when using a single wavelength sensor (as opposed to a
three wavelength sensor) to have several amplifying boards with diﬀerent feedback capacitance
values in the interface box, and to try each one separately for debugging purposes.
Using weight, and grounding the top layer
When setting up your specimen to be tested, weigh it down with a ∼20lb mass to reduce the
air gap between your specimen and the sensor traces. The air gap can cause significant errors
in the data because it is where the electric field is strongest. This will also make the setup more
reproducible if you take your specimen oﬀ and put it back on. Ground the mass if it is metal
or include a grounded metal plane as the top layer of your specimen. The parameter estimator
GETGP3 assumes this to be the boundary condition.
The discharge switch
The bat switch on the SCCM Interface Box shown in Figure 5-9 interrupts the signal that causes
a relay to short the feedback capacitor in one position and passes it in the other position. The
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Figure 5-7: The cables connecting the various components of the short circuit current mode
system.
Figure 5-8: The connection to the PC’s serial port via a regular serial cable that has been refitted
with an AMP circular connector on the controller box side. Use a 9 to 25 pin cable converter
to use the cable on a 9 pin serial port.
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Figure 5-9: The bat switch that controls discharge in the interface box sense boards in the up
position. Table B.2 gives the enabling and disabling positions for each box’s switch.
feedback capacitor is shorted between frequencies of a measurement series to remove residual
charge build up, known as discharging. It seems that this was implemented because the bits
that should enable/disable discharge are ignored by a logic circuit in the interface box. Since
the hole for the bat switch is not keyed, it’s possible for the switch to rotate upside-down. You
may have to try it in both positions to figure it out. A clicking noise between frequencies during
a measurement indicates that the discharge relays are operating. There seems to be no reason
to disable discharging, while phase readings can be adversely aﬀected if discharging is disabled.
Opening the Takedata Software Application
This procedure is adapted from [26].
1. Specify the serial port you are using on your PC. Pressing ’P’ toggles it.
2. Set the baud rate. Pressing ’B’ scrolls the choices.
3. Specify the frequency range limits with ’U’ and ’L’, typing in the log10 of the desired
limits. 4 to -2.3 corresponding to 10 kHz to 0.005 Hz is the acceptable range.
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4. Open communication by pressing ’O’. Often you will have to do this three times before
the link opens and the green word ’Connected’ appears.
5. Press ’S’ to open a command-sending dialogue box. Type in a command to send, such
as [de,001001001] or [ve]. These two commands are basically all you will ever need. The
command [de] is explained in the next subsection. After pressing ’enter’, the controller
box’s reply will appear.
6. Press ’F’ to specify the output file name. The file will be saved in the same directory as
the file GetGP3.exe is in. The file name will be truncated to 8 characters.
7. To start taking data, press ’T’. After the test is done you can press ’C’ to attach a
comment to the specific test run. The data is then saved in the output file that you
specified. Before viewing the output file, however, you must release it from GETGP3
control by specifying a new output file name.
Excitation and Discharge
An explanation of the role of discharge is given in ([10], pp. 552). Before Triggering a mea-
surement series in the SCCM mode, send the command [DE, 3A, 3D, 3E, 2A, 2E, 2D, 1A, 1D,
1E] to the controller box, replacing 3A,3D,... etc with 0 (for oﬀ) or 1 (for on). This command
sets the Attenuate (A), Discharge (D) and Excite (E) states of each channel 1 through 3. After
sending the command, the corresponding LED’s will be lit on top of the interface box. For
example, the most common command to send will be [DE,001001001], which will cause all of
the green LED’s to turn on, and all of the channel drives to pass the sine wave from the con-
troller box at -10x amplification. The Discharge bits are ignored by the interface box; it always
produces the discharge gating signal. To disable discharge, use the discharge switch, discussed
in this section. The Attenuate bits cause a second capacitor to be switched into the integrator’s
feedback loop, increasing the feedback capacitance and thus decreasing the gain.
Oﬀset
The oﬀset function is described in ([10], pp. 516). It’s not clear how oﬀset aﬀects the gain
and phase measurements. However, enabling discharge decreases the magnitude of the oﬀset
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voltage. (e.g., without discharge, oﬀset ranges from 0.084 to 0.104, while with discharge, oﬀset
ranges from 0 to 0.026 in particular trials)
Expected Data from measurements
The first thing to remember when you actually take a measurement in the short circuit current
mode is that the interface box has an inverting opamp on each driving channel with a gain of
-10 or equivalently 10]180. This means that the gain measurement will be increased by 20 dB
and the phase measurement will be oﬀ by 180 degrees. GETGP3 does not know about the -10
gain opamp, so you will have to adjust your measurement values before comparing them to the
output of GETGP3.
You might start by making a measurement in air with the short circuit current mode. To
calculate by hand the gain you expect to see, use Equation 5.7 with a modification for the -10
gain opamp, yielding Equation 5.10.
$ = 20 log10
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ = 20 log10 ¯¯¯¯1012 + 	12	
¯¯¯¯
[!] (5.10)
Note that for air, G12 = 0 To do the calculation, find the appropriate values for C12 in Table
B.4 and for C in Table B.2. For the floating voltage with guard plane mode, modify Equation
5.4 to get Equation 5.11.
$ = 20 log10
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ = 20 log10 ¯¯¯¯ 	12 +12	12 + 	 +12
¯¯¯¯
[!] (5.11)
Because air is a very good insulator, the phase you measure should be within a degree of zero for
the whole frequency range from 0.005 Hz to 10 kHz in either mode. Measurements that do not
match your expected gain and phase, or that have absolutely no variance (e.g., gain]phase = -
62.4]0 for all frequencies), or that have large variance (greater than roughly 2]5 [dB]degrees]),
or with gain and phase values unaﬀected by the presence of a sample material other than air
indicate that the system is not working properly.
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Using Hyperterminal
It is most convenient to use Takedata.exe to log dielectrometry runs. However it is possible
to communicate with the controller boxes in Hyperterminal or Kermit, and this makes the
communication a little less abstract for the user. The following procedure opens a Hyperterminal
session to the controller box:
1. On some computers, first close all MS-DOS windows and any programs that access com-
ports.
2. Pick Hyperterminal from the Accessories menu. A list of available programs will appear.
Select hypertrm.exe. Hyperterminal will start up and automatically present the Connec-
tion Description options screen. If it presents a Location Information screen for you to
input telephone options, select Cancel to move onto the next option screen, which will be
thte Connection Description screen.
3. Select any phone icon and type in a name. Select OK. The Phone Number options screen
will appear.
4. From the "connect using:" pulldown, choose direct to COM1, or whichever comport you
have plugged the cable into. All other options turn grey. Select OK. The COM1 Properties
options screen will appear.
5. Set: Bits per Second: 9600; Data Bits: 8; Parity: None; Stop Bits: 1; Flow Control:
None. Select OK. The option screen disappears to leave the terminal window with a
flashing cursor.
6. Type the command [ve] or [VE] (the Controller Box recognizes ’]’ as the end of a command,
so don’t type←+). Nothing you type will appear in the terminal window if local character
echoing is disabled. Echoing can be enabled under the menu File/Properties/Settings/ASCII
Setup. If the connection is working, the reply [VE,1.7,97,2,12,LEES GPM/ACS Controller]will
show up in the terminal window. If the connection is not working, there will be no change
to the terminal window.
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Figure 5-10: A convenient apparatus for connecting the sensor to the HP 4192A impedance
analyzer terminals. A capacitor or resistor connecting one of the sensor electrodes to ground
does not aﬀect the reading, because the impedance analyzer automatically cancels the admittance
from the terminals to ground by way of a bridge circuit.
Once a connection is established, you can initiate a measurement series right from the
terminal window using the commands described in [28].
5.2.3 The Hewlett-Packard 4192A Impedance Analyzer
The Controller Box has a maximum frequency capability of 10 kHz. It is possible that some
materials of interest have salient permittivity and conductivity features at frequencies above 10
kHz. New equipment is required to perform tests above this limit. The Hewlett-Packard 4192A
Impedance Analyzer in LEES has a bandwidth of 13 MHz, and can be used to directly measure
the transimpedance and transcapacitance of a single wavelength of the three wavelength sensor.
A convenient apparatus for connecting the sensor to the 4192A terminals is given in Figure 5-10.
It is at first counter-intuitive that this set up should provide accurate readings. Since none of the
terminals of the 4192A is virtually grounded, the sensing electrode is not virtually grounded as
it is in SCCM mode. At the same time, the guard plane and guard electrodes are hooked to real
ground in the configuration of Figure 5-10, just as they are in SCCM mode. Thus there should
be a capacitance between the sensing electrode and the guard plane and guard electrodes, that
does not exist in either the SCCM or FVGPM modes. This extra capacitance should result in
a larger measurement value, but it does not. The explanation is suspected to be the following:
the terminals of the 4192A form a Wheatstone or similar style bridge that requires current to
be conserved. Thus any current that is lost from the sensing electrode to the guard electrodes
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(which are grounded), even reactive current, is regained by the driving electrode. The theory
is corroborated by the evidence that a capacitor or resistor connecting either the sensing or
the driving electrode to ground does not aﬀect the reading. Even connecting either electrode
to ground via a wire only changes the capacitance reading a little, showing that the 4192A
measurement terminals have extremely high input impedance.
With the sensor connected as indicated in Figure 5-10, the measurement procedure is:
• Turn on the machine, and let it warm up for half an hour to stabilize.
• Using the up and down arrow keys, select:
— Display A option: C
— Display B option: R/G
— Circuit Mode Option: Series or Parallel
• Select the frequency to measure by pressing the keypad digits and specifying the range
(Hz, kHz, MHz), or specify a logarithmic sweep by pressing Blue then Log Sweep. Keep
the sweep on Manual and adjust the frequency with the arrow keys on the right side of
the panel. The conductance and capacitance and their units are displayed on the screens.
5.2.4 Phase Conventions
The phase of measurements can be a confusing issue because of the 180 phase shifts from the
-10 gain opamp and the integrator in the SCCM interface box. Also, although the sensing
electrode potential usually lags the driving electrode potential, which results in a negative
phase measurement, there are instances where the equivalent conductance G12 is negative and
thus the sensing electrode potential leads the driving electrode potential, resulting in a positive
phase measurement. Knowing precisely what quadrant you expect the measured phase to lie
in is vital and fairly simple. The convention is described below for each method.
SCCM
The -10 gain opamp phase shift cancels the integrator’s phase shift. Thus for a non-conductive
material, phase '0. For a mildly conductive material, phase 6 0.
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FVGPM
This circuit has neither an inverting amplifier nor an integrator. Thus for a non conductive
material, phase '0. For a mildly conductive material, phase 6 0.
GETGP3
When applied to the SCCM method, GETGP3 computes the phase considering only the inver-
sion from the integrator and outputs a phase value in the range −180 ≤  & 180. A perfect
insulator will have phase of  ' −180. A mildly conductive material will have a phase of
 & 180. To find the phase that will be measured by SCCM subtract or add 180. For example,
if GETGP3 says the phase will be 167, you will actually measure -13.
When applied to the FVGPM method, GETGP3 computes the correct phase with no shifts.
The output of GETGP3 is the expected phase you will measure.
ESTLSQ
The rules of phase are interpreted by GETGP3 when it is called by ESTLSQ, so the same rules
should be followed as for GETGP3. ESTLSQ can tolerate phase  & −180 and treats it as
equivalent to + 360.
5.3 Inventory of Equipment
Previous students working under Professor Zahn had produced dielectrometry equipment that
can be used as a foundation for future work. The equipment includes Controller Boxes, Short
Circuit Current Mode (SCCM) Interface Boxes, Floating Voltage with Guard Plane (FVGPM)
Mode Interface Boxes and Three Wavelength Sensors. This equipment had been stored in
shelving cabinets between graduate student projects. Before the equipment could be used
again with confidence in actual experiments its condition was evaluated. Each item was tested
for proper working order, and the values of the characterizing parameters were determined.
The resulting specifications are summarized in Appendix B. Diﬀerent tests were conducted to
evaluate each type of equipment.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-11: The configuration of the dielectrometry equipment as the controller boxes were
tested in a) SCCM mode b) FVGPM mode.
5.3.1 Testing the Controller Boxes
The controller boxes were tested to make sure that they responded to commands from the
serial port, and that they logged precise data. A measurement series was conducted using
each controller box hooked up to an interface box and a three wavelength sensor measuring an
infinite half space of air. The configuration is illustrated in Figure 5-11.
For the Short Circuit Current Mode the configuration used to test the controller boxes can
be completely described as:
• Software: Takedata.exe
• Controller Boxes: {A,B,C}
• Interface Box: 1
• Sensor: Kang 98
• Connector Config:
— Channel 1: 1mm sense, 1mm drive
— Channel 2: 5mm sense, 5mm drive
— Channel 3: 2.5mm sense, 2.5mm drive
• Mode: Short Circuit Current Mode (3)
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• Test Material: Air
For the Floating Voltage with Guard Plane Mode the configuration used to test the controller
boxes can be completely described as:
• Software: Takedata.exe
• Controller Boxes: {D,E}
• Interface Box: 7
• Sensor: Zahn 2
• Connector Config:
— Channel 1: 1mm sense
— Channel 2: 5mm sense
— Channel 3: 2.5mm sense
• Drive: Drive
• Mode: Floating Voltage with Guard Plane Mode (2)
• Test Material: Air
If the controller box being tested replied with its version information to the serial command
[VE] sent using Takedata.exe, then the microcontroller in the controller box was deemed to
be working. The command [DE, 001 001 001] was then sent, with the expectation that the
Excite LED’s of the interface box would turn on, to make sure that the digital output ports
were functioning. Next, a measurement series was initiated over the frequency range from 1
kHz to 10 kHz on all three channels by sending the Trigger command from Takedata.exe. If
the gain and phase reported in the file were in the expected range for a measurement with air,
and there was some small variance inside that range (on the order of 0.1]1 [dB]degrees]) then
the controller box was deemed to be working properly. The expected measurement values for
air can be calculated using the known capacitances of the interdigital electrodes in air, and
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-12: The configuration of the dielectrometry equipment as the interface boxes were tested
in a) SCCM mode and b) FVGPM mode.
the known feedback capacitances of the amplifier boards in the interface box, with Equation
5.10 for the short circuit current mode and with Equation 5.11 for the floating voltage with
guard plane mode. These equations have been repeated below for reference, with G12 set to
zero because air is a very good insulator.
$ = 20 log10
¯¯¯¯
10
	12
	
¯¯¯¯
[dB] for short circuit current mode (5.12)
$ = 20 log10
¯¯¯¯
	12
	12 +	
¯¯¯¯
[dB] for floating voltage with guard plane mode (5.13)
, = 0 (5.14)
This calculation is described in Section 5.2.2. Measurements with absolutely no variance (e.g.
gain]phase ≡ -66.22]0 [dB]degrees] for all frequencies) or with large variance (greater than
roughly 2]5 [dB]degrees]) indicate a system that is not working properly, although the con-
troller box is not necessarily at fault.
5.3.2 Testing the Interface Boxes
The interface boxes were first tested to make sure they transmitted the driving and senses
signals properly. The configuration for these tests is illustrated in Figure 5-12.
For the Short Circuit Current Mode the configuration used to test the interface boxes can
be completely described as:
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• Software: Takedata.exe
• Controller Box: A
• Interface Boxes: {1,2,3,4,5}
• Sensor: Seong Hwa Kang 1998
• Connector Config:
— Channel 1: 1mm sense, 1mm drive
— Channel 2: 5mm sense, 5mm drive
— Channel 3: 2.5mm sense 2.5mm drive
• Mode: Short Circuit Current Mode (3)
• Test Material: Air
For the Floating Voltage with Guard Plane Mode the configuration used to test the interface
boxes can be completely described as:
• Software: Takedata.exe
• Controller Box: A
• Interface Boxes: {6,7}
• Sensor: Zahn 2
• Connector Config:
— Channel 1: 1mm sense
— Channel 2: 5mm sense
— Channel 3: 2.5mm sense
• Drive: Drive
• Mode: Floating Voltage with Guard Plane Mode (2)
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• Test Material: Air
Again, a measurement series was initiated over the frequency range from 1 kHz to 10 kHz
on all three channels by sending the Trigger command from Takedata.exe and saving the data
file on the PC. For the interface box to be deemed in working condition, the gain and phase
reported in the file were required to be in the expected range for a measurement with air,
and to have some small variance around a typical value (on the order of 0.1]1 [dB]degrees]).
Furthermore, the gain must increase several decibels when a Lexan slab is placed directly on
the sensor (Lexan is General Electric’s brand name for polycarbonate). Measurements with
absolutely no variance (e.g. gain]phase≡-66.22]0 [dB]degrees] for all frequencies) or with
large variance (greater than roughly gain]phase≡2]5 [dBdegrees]) or with gain]phase values
unaﬀected by the Lexan slab indicate a system that is not working properly, although the
interface box is not necessarily at fault.
The channel feedback capacitances of the SCCM interface boxes and channel load capac-
itances of the FVGPM interface boxes were then measured. To do this, each wavelength of
the three wavelength sensors was replaced by a reference capacitor of known value as shown
in Figures 5-13 and 5-14 and a measurement was taken at 1 kHz using Takedata.exe. The
reference capacitors were 100 pF nominal tantalums, with SMA pins soldered onto their legs.
The true values of their capacitances were measured using the HP 4192A impedance analyzer
at 1 kHz and 10 kHz. In the SCCM interface boxes, three reference capacitors could be used
simultaneously because each channel has its own drive circuit. In the FVGPM interface boxes,
each wavelength was replaced with a reference capacitor one at a time, because there is only
one drive circuit in this type of interface box. Figures 5-15 and 5-16 show the corresponding
circuit diagram of a single channel with a reference capacitor in place of the interdigitated
sensor, for the respective mode. Solving each circuit yielded an expression for the feedback
capacitor (Equation 5.15) or load capacitor (Equation 5.16) in terms of the measured gain and
the reference capacitor’s value. For the short circuit current mode, the expression is:
	 = 	 = 	 cos10
| |
20
−1 (5.15)
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Figure 5-13: 100 nF nominal reference capacitors take the place of the interdigital dielectrometry
sensors on the short circuit current mode interface box. Their values are measured precisely on
the HP 4192A impedance analyzer, allowing the value of the feedback capacitor of each channel
on the interface box to be solved for.
while for the floating voltage with guard plane mode, the expression is:
	 = 	 = 	
(1− 10
| |
20 )
10
| |
20
(5.16)
To be sure that the derived value for the channel feedback (load) capacitors was reasonable,
the boxes were opened and the nominal capacitor values were read. The reference capacitor
values and resulting feedback (load) capacitor values are listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
5.3.3 The Three Wavelength Sensors
The three wavelength sensors do not contain active components and this makes them easier
to examine in some respects. The sensors were first inspected for obvious damage, and some
was found. In particular, the coaxial leads are vulnerable to damage by kinking and at the
solder attachment to the sensor pad. The lead for the 1 mm wavelength sensor of Zahn 2 was
suspected of having an internal short and was replaced. Subsequently, in some measurements
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Figure 5-14: A single 100 nF nominal reference capacitor is used in place of an interdigital
dielectrometry sensor on each channel of the interface box one at a time. The channel load
capacitance values are then determined.
Figure 5-15: The simple circuit that results when the interdigital dielectrometry sensor is re-
placed by reference capacitor in the SCCM interface box. The explicit solution of the feedback
capacitance C is given in Equation 5.15.
Figure 5-16: The simple circuit that results when the interdigital dielectrometry sensor is re-
placed by reference capacitor in the FVGPM interface box. The explicit solution of the load
capacitance C is given in Equation 5.16.
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C[nF]
Freq [kHz] Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3
1 92.8 92.9 90.4 	 = 	 cos10
| |
20
−1
10 91.7 91.9 89.4
C [nF] measured gain
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯]
box Freq [kHz] Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3
1 1 9.807 2.887 2.905 -20.48]-0.40 -9.85]-0.60 -10.14]-0.64
10 9.758 2.889 2.909 -20.54]-0.46 -9.95]-0.68 -10.24]-0.64
2 1 0.987 0.968 2.980 -0.55]-0.35 -0.36]-0.48 -10.36]-0.56
10 0.986 0.971 2.950 -0.63]0.35 -0.48]0.21 -10.37]0.03
3 1 9.955 12.589 3.000 -20.61]-0.21 -22.64]-0.31 -10.42]-0.44
10 9.905 12.297 2.998 -20.67]0.39 -22.53]0.27 -10.51]0.18
4 1 0.480 - - 5.73]-0.44 - -
10 0.479 - - 5.64]-0.58 - -
Table 5.1: The feedback capacitor values calculated from measured complex gain with reference
capacitors of known value in place of the interdigital sensor.
this sensor displays two modes: the first mode corresponds to the expected operation of the
sensor; the second mode suggests a short between sense and drive electrodes. It seems the
modes can be toggled by slightly shifting the sample under test. Thus the problem may be on
the sensor pad itself rather than in the lead, making it diﬃcult to fix.
Next, some of the important physical dimensions of the sensors were verified by direct
measurement, including substrate thickness, sensor wavelength and meander length. Other
parameters that are not so easily measured were found in the literature of past students, and
include substrate permittivity, normalized interelectrode spacing and electrode thickness. All
of these parameters are summarized in Table B.4.
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C[nF]
Freq [kHz] Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3
1 92.8 92.8 92.8 	 = 	
(1−10
| |
20 )
10
| |
20
10 91.7 91.7 91.7
C [pF] measured gain
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯]
box Freq [kHz] Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3
6 1 12.41 12.53 12.41 -1.09]0.25 -1.10]0.25 -1.09]0.25
10 12.26 12.50 12.38 -1.09]2.76 -1.11]2.90 -1.10]2.90
7 1 49.94 102.0 222.0 -3.74]0.11 -6.44]0.06 -10.61]-0.01
Table 5.2: The load capacitor values calculated from measured complex gain with a reference
capacitor of known value in place of the interdigital sensor.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results
6.1 Introduction
The experimental research began with the existing three-wavelength sensors that had been
developed by former students for transformer pressboard moisture profiling. These sensors
were used to learn about the dielectrometry method. Measurements were made with these
sensors on common dielectric materials such as sugar, salt, sand, teflon, paper, wood, and
rubber eraser. Both the Short Circuit Current Mode and the Floating Voltage Guard Plane
Mode, which use diﬀerent signal processing circuits, were used.
Next, a Hewlett-Packard impedance analyzer was used to directly measure the transadmit-
tance of the sensor, essentially performing the same task as the signal processing electronics.
These measurements were compared to the measurements made by the signal processing elec-
tronics to verify that all experiments had been accurate.
New sensors were designed to improve the performance of the interdigital dielectrometry
system as it applies to measuring shoes. The new sensors were scaled in wavelength to have
suﬃcient penetration depth for sensing the entire thickness of a shoe sole and in planar dimen-
sions to have suﬃcient area to cover the heel of a shoe. A new method of accurately placing
the shoes on the sensor was developed to deal with the irregular shape of shoes.
Various shoe types were purchased from a discount clothing store to serve as the samples for
the next experiments. One shoe of each pair had a cavity machined in the sole in which samples
of other materials could be placed. This would recreate the modified shoe that a suspect might
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attempt to wear into a secure location.
Finally a novel sensor design was built and tested with the hypothesis that it would be
more sensitive than the regular interdigital sensors. The new sensor was composed of one single
driving electrode finger and one single sensing electrode finger on the top of a Teflon substrate
with a ground plane on the bottom of the substrate. The centerlines of the two electrodes
were spaced apart by 25 mm, giving the sensor an equivalent wavelength of 50 mm. This new
design, however, did not have greater sensitivity to materials inserted into the heel cavity than
the conventional 20 mm wavelength sensor.
6.2 Measurements with three-wavelength sensors
The three wavelength sensors with wavelengths of 1 mm, 2.5 mm and 5 mm were used for
measurements on common dielectric material samples.
6.2.1 The dielectric material samples
Readily available dielectric materials were used as samples. Air is the easiest material to
measure because it contacts the sensor pad perfectly so there is no uncertainty in the contact
quality, and because it’s relative permittivity is accurately known to be almost exactly 1. Lexan,
with an accurately known permittivity of 
 = 317, was used as a convenient test dielectric to
verify instrument operation. Sugar (C6H12O6) is known to have similar properties to common
explosives such as HMX (High Melting eXplosive, also known as octogen), cyclotetramethylene-
tetranitramine (C7H5O6N3) and TNT (2, 4, 6 — trinitrotoluene, C7H5O6N3) because of their
common organic composition. Both granular and powder forms of sugar were used, to show
the eﬀect of particle size on the measurements. Table salt was used as another example of a
granular material. The sugar and salt were measured first while contained in a white Delrin
box, and then while inside a polyethylene Ziploc bag. The Delrin box and the Ziploc bag were
each measured empty to compare to the measurements that were made when they contained
sugar or salt. The Ziploc bag was measured empty by inflating it and setting the weight on top
to ensure good contact quality.
The samples were placed on the sensor pad so that they uniformly covered all three of
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the sensors. A grounded steel plate was set on top of the sample to set the upper boundary
condition and to eliminate stray fields from other sources in the room. A 20 lb lead block was
set on top of the steel plate to ensure a small air gap that was consistent between measurements.
All of the samples were thick enough (much greater than 5 mm) that almost none of the field
lines originating from the driving electrode terminated on the ground plane above the sample.
Therefore the samples could be assumed to be approximate infinite half spaces.
6.2.2 Equipment
Controller box A and interface box 1 were used in the measurements. Channels 1, 2 and 3 used
sensing boards 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 with feedback capacitances of 9.81 nF, 2.89 nF and 2.91 nF and
were connected to the 2.5 mm, 5 mm and 1 mm wavelength sensors, respectively. The interface
box channels were set to excite but not attenuate, and the discharge mode was enabled by
leaving the discharge switch in the up (on) position.
6.2.3 Experimental Results
Figure 6-1(a) shows the voltage gain for the 5 mm wavelength sensor, including the 20 dB of
preamplification provided by the interface box. All of the samples except paper exhibit constant
gain as the frequency of excitation changes. The measured gain for paper is typical of conductive
materials, increasing at low frequencies due to the current passing through the paper. Since
paper is very hydrophilic, its measurements were aﬀected by the ambient air humidity. Air has
the lowest gain because it has the smallest real dielectric constant. The Ziploc bag by itself has
only a slightly higher gain, because it is only a very thin layer of polyethylene under an infinite
layer of air. The Delrin box has the highest permittivity and thus the highest gain. We can
see the eﬀect of filling it with various materials: its gain is increased by filling it with granular
sugar or salt, and decreased by filling it with powdered sugar, which has a higher air content
than granular sugar and thus a lower gain. The gain for all of the materials shows a glitch at
63 Hz which is known to be caused by a bug in the driving electronics as they cross from high
frequencies to low frequencies. It may be possible to eliminate this glitch by using the controller
box command [FP,parameters] that sets a time delay compensation for measurements above
100 Hz. The command is described in [28].
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(a) Gain for  = 5 mm.
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(b) Phase for  = 5 mm.
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(c) Capacitance for  = 5 mm.
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(d) Capacitance closeup for  = 5 mm.
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(e) Conductance for  = 5 mm. (f) legend
Figure 6-1: Measured gain and phase and derived capacitance and conductance for the 5 mm
wavelength sensor with various materials using the SCCM method.
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(a) Gain for  = 25 mm.
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(b) Phase for  = 25 mm.
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(c) Capacitance for  = 25 mm.
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Figure 6-2: Measured gain and phase and derived capacitance and conductance for the 2.5 mm
wavelength sensor with various materials using the SCCM method.
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(a) Gain for  = 1 mm.
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(b) Phase for  = 1 mm.
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(c) Capacitance for  = 1 mm.
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(d) Capacitance closeup for  = 1 mm.
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Figure 6-3: Measured gain and phase and derived capacitance and conductance for the 1 mm
wavelength sensor with various materials using the SCCM method.
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Figure 6-1(b) shows the phase for the 5 mm wavelength sensor. The phase is always less
than zero because the system is purely capacitive. Noise at higher frequencies causes some of
the measured phases to be greater than zero. Again, paper exhibits a curve that is quite distinct
from the other materials and is typical of conductive materials. The frequency breakpoint that
occurs at around 1000 Hz is proportional to the ratio of imaginary to real parts of the dielectric
constant and is also dependent on the dielectric properties of the other materials in the system,
including the Teflon substrate. The phase for all the other materials is only beginning to
decrease at 10 Hz, showing that they are at least 4 orders of magnitude less conductive than
paper.
Figures 6-1(c) and 6-1(d) show the transcapacitance of the 5 mm wavelength sensor calcu-
lated from measured gain and phase and known frequency using Equations 5.8 and 5.9. The
transcapacitance of paper increases at low frequencies. It is not constant because the topol-
ogy from which C12 is extracted does not reflect the real topology of the system, which has
conductive paths to ground at all points between the driving and sensing electrodes. For the
homogeneous non-conductive materials, the capacitance is proportional to the materials’ dielec-
tric constants. Since we know that the relative dielectric constant of air is approximately 1,
the dielectric constants of the other homogeneous materials can roughly be picked oﬀ the plot
if we neglect the aﬀect of the Ziploc bag (a thin polyethylene layer). Determining the dielectric
constants of the empty polyethylene bag and the empty Delrin box, which are not homogeneous
samples because they contain air, requires a more detailed calculation. The calculation of the
sample material’s complex dielectric constant from gain and phase measurements is discussed
in detail in Chapter 4.
Figure 6-1(e) shows the conductance of the 5 mm wavelength sensor. The conductance
becomes very sensitive to phase at high frequencies and is aﬀected by noise in the readings.
Measurements above 1000 Hz are not reliable. Again, the conductance for paper increases at
higher frequencies due to the topological representation of the system by G12.
Figures 6-2(a) to 6-3(e) present the gain, phase, capacitance and conductance for the 2.5
mm and the 1 mm sensors measuring the same materials that had been measured by the 5 mm
wavelength sensor. It is interesting to note that the diﬀerence in gain between the measurement
of the thin polyethylene bag and the measurement of air increases at small wavelengths, because
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the polyethylene fills a greater portion of the volume that contains the electric field. Likewise,
the aﬀect of adding sugar or salt to the Delrin box decreases, because the field penetrates less
into the space where material changes and is instead occupied mostly by Delrin.
Although the frequency breakpoints for paper are proportional to the ratio of conductivity
to permittivity, they are also dependent on the presence of other materials in the system. The
normalized thickness of the Teflon substrate is greater in the 1 mm wavelength sensor and this
shifts the breakpoint higher.
6.3 Measurements with an Impedance Analyzer
The Hewlett Packard impedance analyzer was used to measure the capacitance and conductance
of the three wavelength sensor with the some of the same sample materials as had been used
with the Short Circuit Current Mode and the Floating Voltage Guard Plane Mode in Section
6.2. The sensor was attached to the impedance analyzer with SMA-to-BNC connectors in the
configuration discussed in Section 5.2.3. The samples were placed on the sensor in the same
manner as they had been in the SCCM and FVGPM measurements, including a grounded plate
and a 20 lb lead weight on top. The gain and phase values were converted to the capacitance
and conductance between the sensing and driving electrode terminals so that they could be
compared directly to the output of the impedance analyzer. Recall that for the SCCM method
the capacitance and conductance are given by Equations 5.8 and 5.9 which are repeated here
for reference.
	12() = −
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯	 cos = −Ren bo	 (6.1)
12 () = 	
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ sin = Imnbo	 (6.2)
which simplify to Equations 6.3 and 6.4 for non-conductive materials and at high frequencies
for slightly conducting materials:
	12() = −
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯	 (6.3)
12 = 0 (6.4)
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For the FVGPM method the capacitance and conductance are given by Equations 5.5 and 5.6:
	12() = −
	
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ (¯¯¯ b¯¯¯− cos *)
1 +
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯2 − 2 ¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ cos * (6.5)
12() = −
	
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ sin *
1 +
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯2 − 2 ¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ cos * (6.6)
which simplify to Equations 6.7 and 6.8 for non-conductive materials and at high frequencies
for slightly conducting materials:
	12 =
	
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯
1−
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ (6.7)
12 = 0 (6.8)
Figure 6-4 shows the capacitance of the 5 mm wavelength sensor for all three methods. In
the overlapping frequency range from 1 kHz to 10 kHz, the capacitance for all materials except
TeflonTM is the same for all three methods within acceptable tolerances. The capacitances of
sugar and teflon are so close when measured by the impedance analyzer that they are nearly
indistinguishable, illustrating one diﬃculty of identifying materials by their dielectric character.
Here we have only four insulating materials whose dielectric constants are spread by nearly a
factor of four. Two of them are virtually indistinguishable across six decades of frequency
measurements. The level of precision required of the equipment to allow the identification
of individual materials from a possible set of hundreds or thousands will have to be carefully
evaluated and will likely be quite high.
The capacitance values from the impedance analyzer drops suddenly for all materials be-
tween 100 kHz and 158.4 kHz. This is not a fault of the impedance analyzer, nor a feature
of all of the materials’ dielectric character. It is likely caused by a stray capacitance in the
sensor coupled with a weak conductance that exhibits a frequency break point in that particu-
lar frequency range. Above 1 MHz there is a further attenuation in the capacitance of all the
materials that is probably also due to a stray capacitance and conductance interaction. The
glitch in the data from both the SCCM and FVGPM methods at 63 Hz is due to a bug in the
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Figure 6-4: Capacitance of the 5 mm wavelength sensor under various dielectric materials,
determined using three diﬀerent measurement methods.
voltage signal driving hardware.
Figure 6-5 shows the measured capacitance of the 2.5 mm wavelength sensor for all three
methods while Figure 6-6 shows the capacitance for the 1 mm wavelength sensor. The fit of
the data between all three methods is best for the 5 mm and worst for the 1 mm sensor. This
indicates that the contact quality and thus the air gap between the sample and the sensor pad
was slightly diﬀerent for each method. The 1 mm wavelength sensor was most aﬀected because
the air gap contains the greatest portion of the electric field energy for this wavelength. A
change in the thickness of the air gap, then, has the greatest aﬀect on the signal of the 1 mm
wavelength sensor.
The Short Circuit Current Mode was used exclusively thereafter for all research in this
thesis because there was no need for a higher frequency range, because the SCCM equipment
logs data expediently, and because it is available for exclusive use in building N10 whereas the
Impedance Analyzer is shared by all the students of LEES.
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6.4 Measurements on Common Shoe Materials
Preliminary testing was done on common shoe sole materials to roughly determine their behavior
in dielectrometry experiments. A black rubber replacement heel and a leather replacement sole
were used. The black rubber heel was initially 1.4 cm thick and had a tread pattern of features
with an average depth of 0.5 mm. The largest wavelength sensor in the lab at the time was
the 5 mm section of the three wavelength sensor. A sugar sample would have to be within 2
mm of the sensor surface, the penetration depth of the 5 mm sensor, to be able to show the
aﬀects of having sugar inside the rubber heel. This would require a cavity in the heel of a
shoe to penetrate to within 2 mm of the bottom of the sole. For a first mock-up, a thin layer
of shoe sole was simply prepared that would be used without the rest of the shoe attached.
A layer of average thickness 1 mm was made from the rubber heel by sanding oﬀ the tread
pattern, cutting a layer oﬀ the bottom of the heel with a razor blade, and sanding smooth the
cut surface of the removed layer. The layer of rubber was then tested alone and with a thick
sugar sample on top, as is shown in Figure 6-8. The gain and phase response in Figures 6-7(a)
and 6-7(b) respectively show that the rubber-only sample can be distinguished from the rubber
in combination with sugar sample. Further analysis of the data could extract the dielectric
constants of the two materials, allowing them to be more precisely identified. Inverse parameter
estimation is discussed in Section 4.3.
The leather heel is much more conductive than the rubber, exhibiting the typical gain and
phase curves of slightly conducting materials. The response of the leather was sensitive to
humidity and changed from day to day. The rather high conductivity of leather allows it to
overpower weaker signal features in the gain and phase responses of other materials that might
be measured at the same time as the leather. As well, the fact that its complex dielectric
constant changes with ambient moisture means it has a broad range of legitimate dielectric
identities. These factors make leather a diﬃcult candidate for dielectrometry. The leather sole
is 6 mm thick and could not be thinned down to allow for a measurement with the combination
of sugar and leather.
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(b) Phase of the rubber heel with and without the sugar sample above it.
Figure 6-7: SCCM measurements of the modified rubber heel with and without a sugar sample
show that the diﬀerence can be detected.
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Figure 6-8: The rubber heel being measured while filled with sugar. Because the heel is so thick,
the actual measurements had to be done by slicing oﬀ the majority of the heel to leave on a 1
mm thick layer, then setting the sugar on top of that layer.
6.5 New Long Wavelength Sensors
While the 5 mm wavelength sensor could distinguish between the rubber heel with and without
sugar measurements, it would not have the penetration depth or the surface area to accomodate
real shoes. New sensors were designed with wavelengths of 10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm and with
large enough areas to cover most of a shoe’s sole. The sensor electrode pattern was adapted
from the three-wavelength sensor design. Each sensor has two guard electrodes on each side
of the sensing electrode array, a back plane on the bottom, and unplated through holes to allow
a connection to the back plane from the top. Scaled down drawings are shown in Figure 6-9
of the small and large area 10 mm wavelength sensors and the 20 mm wavelength sensor and
in Figure 6-10 of the 40 mm wavelength sensor. The sensors were manufactured by Polyflon
[25] on one of their proprietary Cuflon microwave substrates, a 254 m thick TeflonTM sheet
with a 35.5 m thick (1 oz) copper layer on each side. The rectangular outline that surrounds
the drawings was intended to represent the outline of the 12" by 18" Cuflon sheets that the
sensors were made from. The sheets actually measured slightly larger than 12" by 18" so these
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rectangular frames were printed. Note also the small alignment markings that were included to
help in cutting the sensors apart at the right place.
While the sensors were being manufactured, the ideal feedback capacitances for each new
sensor were estimated. The capacitances were chosen to be as small as possible so as to avoid
saturating the integrator, while still keeping the signal above the noise region of about -35dB.
Figure 6-11 plots the gain that would result for each sensor if it were measuring air versus
the feedback capacitance. The data was calculated by GETGP3 using the expected sensor
parameters and a 1 nF feedback capacitor. All other values of gain were extrapolated using
the relation between gain and feedback capacitance of Equation 5.7.
b = 

= −12 + 	12
	
=
¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ cos * +  ¯¯¯ b¯¯¯ sin *
For the small 10 mm and the 20 mm wavelength sensors, both having shorter meander lengths,
a 0.5 nF feedback capacitor would be required to keep the signal above -35 dB. For the large 10
mm and the 40 mm wavelength sensors, which have longer meander lengths, a 1 nF capacitor
was suitable. These capacitances matched feedback capacitances on amplifying boards 4.1 (0.48
nF) and 2.2 (0.97 nF), so these boards would be used in conjunction with the new sensors.
After the sensors were fabricated, an attempt to clean them was made following the rec-
ommendations in ([10], pp. 497-504). It was suggested that ultrasonic cleaning removed a
brown conductive residue that was left over after manufacturing, and that bleaching would not
suﬃciently clean the sensor. However, the 40 mm wavelength sensor would be too large to fit
in any ultrasonic cleaner that was available. A test on two small 10 mm sensors was made
to see if ultrasonic cleaning had any eﬀect on the phase measurement, which is indicative of
conductivity at low frequencies. The sensor that was cleaned by merely wiping with alcohol
performed just as well as the sensor that was cleaned in the ultrasonic bath. Figure 6-12 shows
a comparison of the phase measurement in air of the two sensors, going down to 0.005 Hz, and
illustrates that the variance of each sensor’s phase at low frequency is much greater than the
diﬀerence between them. Both cleaning methods adequately removed conductive residue that
was left after manufacturing. Thus the 40 mm wavelength sensor was prepared by wiping with
alcohol and soldering on the leads, saving a lot of trouble in finding a large ultrasonic bath.
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Figure 6-9: The CAD drawing that was sent to Polyflon as the plan for the production of the
10 mm and 20 mm sensors. A separate drawing was required showing where the holes should
be drilled. Note the cross hairs which are helpful when cutting the sensors apart with a shear.
Figure 6-10: The plan for the 40 mm wavelength sensor.
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Figure 6-12: Phase of new small 10mm sensors, comparing one that has been bleached in ultra-
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Figure 6-13: The capacitance of the new sensors when measuring an infinite half-space of air
compared to their capacitances calculated by GETGP3 have very good agreement. Multiple
passes for the small 10 mm wavelength sensor show that ultrasound cleaning did not aﬀect the
sensor’s performance.
The sensors were measured to confirm that they had been fabricated according to the
specifications. The capacitance of each sensor array was measured using the 0.48 nF feedback
capacitor and compared to the expected capacitance that had been calculated previously using
GETGP3. Figure 6-13 shows the measured capacitance for each sensor from 0.005 Hz to 10 kHz
compared to the calculated capacitance, which is not a function of frequency for non-conductive
sample materials. There was very good correlation between measured and simulated results.
The expected gain for various thicknesses of LexanTM on top of each of the new sensors
was also calculated with GETGP3, but using the 2.98 nF feedback capacitor that was currently
inside the interface box. Figure 6-14(a) shows that the 2.98 nF capacitor would be unsuitable
for the new sensors, because the gain would be below -47 dB and the signal would suﬀer from
too much noise. No equivalent measurement for comparison was made because none of the
required thicknesses of LexanTM were readily available.
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when measuring various thicknesses of Lexan.
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6.6 Measurements on Shoes
The new 10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm wavelength sensors were designed specifically to accom-
modate shoes. They have a large enough area to cover at least the heel portion of a shoe, and
a wide enough electrode spacing to penetrate into a cavity that might be hidden inside the sole
of a shoe.
6.6.1 Preparing Sample Shoes with Hidden Cavities
Used pairs of various types of shoes were purchased from the Salvation Army. As the shoes’
uppers would not be within the penetration depth of the sensors, they were removed to make the
insole more accessible. The shoe bottom was clamped softly to the bed of a milling machine.
It was then frozen with liquid nitrogen rendering the rubber and foam stiﬀ. A pocket was
milled using a good quality 1" end mill to reduce the chance of destroying the brittle shoe. The
pocket was milled 4.0 cm by 7.0 cm and down to about 1 mm of remaining sole. The chips
resembled those that are produced when machining steel, but would quickly soften after being
removed. The surface finish was smooth and neat which would make modeling the shoe much
easier and result in closer correlation between measurements and simulations. The modified
and unmodified shoes are illustrated in Figure 6-15.
Shoes are inherently irregularly shaped. The specific placement of the shoe on the sensor
pad would be both diﬃcult and more likely to aﬀect the outcome of measurements than would
a solid rectangular sample such as a slab of LexanTM. A method to eliminate variation in
contact quality between the sensor pad and the shoe was desired to make the measurements
reproducible. First, all the equipment was moved to a laser table. The table has screw holes
on a grid pattern all over its surface which allow equipment to be bolted down securely. The
relative position of the sensor, the sample and the weight on top would be maintained accurately.
Posts were screwed down that would serve as stops for placing the sensors, and the sensors were
pushed up against these posts each time a measurement was made. A right angle optical sliding
bed was mounted in such a way that it would position a horizontal plate accurately above the
laser table surface. The plate could be pushed higher by turning a micrometer, but was spring
loaded so that the micrometer could not pull it lower. The 20lb lead weight was bolted to the
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Figure 6-15: A pair of sneakers. The right shoe had a cavity machined into its heel from the
inside that might resemble what a terrorist would make to conceal explosives. The left shoe had
only the uppers removed so that it could be more easily weighted down when being measured.
horizontal plate to provide the downward force that would press the sample to be tested onto
the sensor pad. Because the plate was held truly horizontal, the weight distribution on the
sample would be reproduced exactly every time it was placed on the sensor. Finally, the shoe
was fitted with an accurately machined right angled rectangle of plastic that could be lined up
with a square grid pattern on the sensor platform, so that the shoe would be placed in the same
place on the sensor everytime. It would also allow the eﬀect of moving the shoe across the
sensor surface to be determined. Photographs of the laser table setup are given in Figure 6-16.
6.6.2 Experimental Results of Shoe Measurements
Measurements with each of the new sensors (10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm) were made. The
samples were sugar in a ziploc bag, an unmodified shoe, the shoe with its heel cavity empty,
and the shoe with its heel cavity filled with the sugar in a ziploc bag. The eﬀect on penetration
depth of the sensor wavelength is evident in Figures 6-17(a) to 6-17(f). The 10 mm wavelength
sensor response is dominated by the layer of rubber that is left on the sole of the shoe after the
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Figure 6-16: Photos of the laser table equipment ensuring a horizontal top ground plane and
consistent pressure on irregularly shaped samples such as shoes. (a) The large grey block is a
lead weight that provides the downward force. The vertical micrometer barrel provides vertical
adjustment of the large grounded horizontal aluminum plate that presses down on the sample
under test. (b) The short posts visible below the large horizontal plate serve as stops to aid in
positioning the sensors in the same place every time. (c) A side view shows the sensor in place
without a sample on it. (d) The shoe is attached to a right angled piece of plastic that can be
lined up with the grid on the sensor platform to ensure accurate placement.
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cavity is machined. For this sensor, the diﬀerence in gain and phase curves for the shoe with
an empty cavity compared to those for a shoe with a sugar filled cavity are small because most
of the electric field passes through the rubber layer, which is common to both sample setups.
The 20 mm wavelength sensor response has a greater diﬀerence in the gain and phase between
the empty and sugar filled shoe. It penetrates twice as far as the 10 mm one and therefore
produces a signal that is strongly aﬀected by the cavity. The 40 mm wavelength sensor has
such a large surface area that the shoe covers only a fraction of its surface. Most of the electric
field passes through the air surrounding the shoe or through parts of the shoe other than the
cavity, weakening the eﬀect that the cavity has on the signal.
6.6.3 A Novel Sensor Design and Fabrication Technique
A combination of the 40 mm wavelength sensor’s longer penetration depth with the heel-sized
area of the 20 mm wavelength sensor can be achieved by reducing the number of fingers on the
driving and sensing electrodes, and shortening them. For modeling purposes this is not desirable
because it violates the approximation that the sensor is two-dimensional with negligible edge
eﬀects. Nonetheless, an extreme simplification of the interdigital sensor is one with a single
driving electrode finger next to a single sensing electrode finger. The space between the centers
of the fingers is nominally the wavelength, and edge eﬀects must be taken into account when
modeling the sensor.
A two strip sensor as described above, and pictured in Figure 6-18 was built in the lab.
A sheet of 0.5mm thick Teflon was used as the substrate. A 5.0 cm wide strip of aluminum
shielding tape was applied to the back to serve as the grounded backplane. Two parallel 13.0
mm wide strips of copper shielding tape were applied to the front with a 13.0 mm gap between
them, to serve as the driving and sensing electrodes. The sensor was attached to an aluminum
plate with double sided tape, and cables were soldered to each conductor to allow the sensor
to be connected to the Short Circuit Current Mode signal interface box. An amplifier channel
with a 0.48nF feedback capacitor was used.
The new sensor was tested by using it to measure combinations of the shoe with the dielectric
materials TeflonTM, sand, wood and sugar. For each respective material, Figures 6-19(a), 6-
19(c), 6-20(a) and 6-20(c) show the frequency and magnitude shift of the gain response between
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Figure 6-17: Gain and phase measurements using the large wavelength sensors (10 mm, 20 mm and 40
mm wavelengths) for shoe heels that are unmodified, have an empty cavity, or have a cavity filled with
sugar. Each sensor’s response depends on its electric field penetration depth into the shoe. Figures (a)
and (b): 10 mm wavelength response is dominated by the 3 mm thick rubber beneath heel cutout; Figures
(c) and (d): 20 mm wavelength response is the desired combination of rubber and air or sugar in heel;
(e) and (f): 40 mm wavelength response is dominated by air and rubber region surrounding sugar.
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Figure 6-18: The two strip sensor, consisting of one single driving electrode finger (left) and one
single sensing electrode finger (right) with the guard electrode wire attached to the 50 mm wide
section of aluminum shielding tape that is on the bottom of the Teflon substrate, in electrical
contact with the aluminum plate that supports the sensor. A sheet of paper with a fine grid
printed on it serves to align materials under test at the same position every time they are
measured, for repeatability.
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the unmodified shoe measurement compared to the shoe with a sample-filled cavity. An
upwards frequency shift is indicative of an increase in conductivity, while higher signal gain is
caused by an increase of the dielectric constant, as discussed in Section 2. While this simplified
sensor shows in Figure 6-20(c) only a 2dB gain diﬀerence and no phase diﬀerence between the
unmodified shoe and the shoe with a sugar-filled cavity, the 20 mm wavelength sensor was able
to detect a frequency shift of half a decade and a 1dB increase in gain (Figure 6-17(c)). The
measurement data from the 20 mm wavelength sensor is more likely to distinguish the sugar
sample hidden in the shoe when it is analyzed by the inverse model solver, and this makes the
20 mm wavelength sensor more eﬀective. On the other hand, the simplified sensor did perform
better than the 40 mm wavelength sensor (Figure 6-17(e)) when judged by the same criteria.
This is probably an advantage due to its smaller surface area.
Although the simplified sensor did not improve on the 20 mm wavelength classical inter-
digital dielectrometry sensor, it does show that tailoring the sensor to the sample to be tested
can be an important factor in the design of the dielectrometry system. Since shoes are quite
variable in their dimensions and material composition, it may be necessary to develop a sensor
with reconfigurable geometry. One example is the segmented sensor discussed and studied in
detail in Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 6-19: Measured gain and phase of two-strip sensor for a Staedtler rubber eraser and
sand, materials that may be explosive simulants. The feedback capacitance was 0.48 nF for all
measurements.
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Figure 6-20: Measured gain and phase of two-strip sensor for wood and sugar, materials that
may be explosive simulants. The feedback capacitance was 0.48 nF for all measurements.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
Theoretical modeling of the sensor and the material under test was conducted with the fi-
nite element analysis package Maxwell 2D and the analytic/numerical mathematical models
GETGP3 and ESTLSQ for material property estimation. Maxwell 2D and GETGP3 both
solve the parameter estimation problem in the forward direction: that is, they calculate the
expected response of the sensor given all electrical property and geometry information about
the material under test and the sensor parameters. These programs were shown to converge
for four sample cases of layered materials under test. Maxwell 2D was used to calculate the
capacitance of a diﬀerential segment of the sensing electrode for the purpose of designing a next
generation segmented interdigital sensor that could be optimized for a variety of penetration
depths. It was found that segmenting the sensing electrode increases the penetration depth
of the sensor but reduces the signal strength. GETGP3 was shown to reasonably converge to
the results of actual measurements for four sample materials, proving its ability to distinguish
between materials with moderately diﬀerent dielectric constants. ESTLSQ was also shown to
reasonably converge to the known dielectric constant of air, Lexan and Teflon but was sensi-
tive to thickness of the air gap between the sensor and the material under test. The exercises
show that dangerous material hidden in the sole of a shoe could be detected and identified if it
lies within the penetration depth of the sensor and if it is suﬃciently diﬀerent in its complex
dielectric nature from the legitimate shoe material.
The operation of existing dielectrometry equipment in the lab, including sensors, controller
boxes and interface boxes, was verified. Any equipment that was not functioning properly was
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repaired, except for controller box B which still requires a new AD711KN chip. The important
parameters of the sensors and interface boxes were measured and confirmed. Experiments
using interdigital sensors with wavelengths ranging from 1 mm to 40 mm in the frequency
range of 0.005 Hz to 10 kHz first on homogeneous materials such as air, sand, sugar, salt,
wood, Lexan, Teflon, and paper and later on actual shoes and representative materials that
simulate explosives, such as sugar, show that the materials can be recognized based on their
complex dielectric properties as extracted from experimental data using an inverse parameter
solver for material property estimation. Three methods of measuring the transadmittance
of the dielectrometry sensor, including the short circuit current mode, the floating voltage
guard plane mode, and a commercial Hewlett-Packard 4192A impedance analyzer, produced
comparable results. The impedance analyzer extended the frequency range to 13 MHz. New
sensors with wavelengths of 10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm, in the size range that is estimated
to be appropriate for measuring shoes, were able to distinguish actual shoe samples that had
variously modified soles to simulate hidden materials. The new sensors performed better than
the shorter wave length sensors because they had a greater penetration depth and a larger area.
A simplified two-strip sensor did not perform very well in identifying materials but illustrated
that sensor geometries tailored to shoes may be useful.
The ability of the dielectrometry system to precisely identify materials from a database of
hundreds or thousands is presently limited by measurement noise, contact quality and sample
placement inconsistency. Likewise, variations due to moisture content and other contamination
present challenges to future development of the technology.
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Chapter 8
Suggestions for future research
Future development and possibly commercialization of the dangerous material detection system
requires continued research. New researchers in this technology require a solid understanding
of the physics and theory of dielectrometry before serious measurements and equipment design
are undertaken.
The first step should be an in depth analysis of the error in the material property estimates
due to signal noise and contact air gaps. The inverse parameter estimator ESTLSQ is sensitive
to signal noise and inaccuracies in poorly known quantities such as the air gap and surface
roughness between the sensor and the material under test. The analysis should follow from
preliminary work in ([10], pp. 307-320) and concentrate on the combined eﬀect of multiple
layers, discontinuity in the directions parallel to the sensor surface, unknown air gaps, surface
roughness, and signal noise. Error margins should be found for the estimated dielectric proper-
ties of materials in realistic sample cases, and these error margins will have to be accomodated
during the material identification process. The maximum allowable size of error margins for
the material identification process will define the limit for all un-modelled variables, such as air
gap thickness, signal noise, and the extent to which the sample under test is not continuous
in the directions parallel to the sensor surface. The question of non-unique solutions to the
inverse problem is contained in this task. Ultimately this analysis will tell whether dielectrom-
etry detection of hidden explosives in a shoe is actually feasible, and if it is, how reliable it can
possibly be.
Concurrently, accurate knowledge of the material properties of both legitimate shoe ma-
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terials (leather, rubber, cardboard, etc.) and target dangerous materials (explosives) should
be composed from published data and from in-house measurements where necessary. This
knowledge is necessary for applying the results of the error analysis to sample cases. A crucial
component of this step is to discover the sensitivity of all the materials to moisture, temperature
and other factors and to assess whether the dielectric properties of distinct materials overlap
when these variables are taken into account. If the properties of legitimate and target materials
do overlap, a method to account for these factors will be necessary.
After considerable theoretical analysis, real measurements should begin on idealized "shoes
under test" such as machined blocks of Teflon, leather, rubber, Lexan and other plastics. The
first step will be to reduce the predicted un-modelled variables, and any others that arise, to
the limits set by the error analysis. Confirmation that the error margins of material dielectric
property estimates do lie within their acceptable ranges when these limits are met should be
made using real measurement data as the input to ESTLSQ. For example, when a stack of
three sheets of diﬀerent materials is measured, the complex dielectric constants and thicknesses
of the sheets estimated by ESTLSQ should be closer to the true values for these materials
than to any other material in the list of both legitimate and target materials so that a positive
identification can be made with confidence.
Once measurements on idealized shoes-under-test are successful, the experimentation can
move to real shoes and eventually to real shoes with real dangerous materials hidden in them.
The same criteria as for the idealized shoe will have to be met at each step: that is, for any
measurement, the materials must be distinguishable from a list of all possible legitimate and
target materials by the property estimates from ESTLSQ. Segmenting the sensing electrode to
increase penetration depth could be an important strategy in improving sensor performance.
Successful identification of the materials in shoes is likely to be very diﬃcult. Significant
advancements in the sensor design, the sensing and driving electronics, and possibly the mathe-
matical models will probably be necessary. These advancements will come about when specific
limitations in the present technology are identified. Thus a solid theoretical analysis of what
is actually required from the technology should first be conducted; next, the technology should
be tested to see whether it meets these needs; and finally, any shortfalls should be overcome by
engineering design.
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A student beginning research in the field of dielectrometry would benefit greatly by reading
the theses [1] to [4] and especially [5] to [12], while being introduced to the dielectrometry
measurement equipment but before beginning serious experimental analysis.
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Appendix A
Properties of Explosives
The permittivity and conductivity of various rubber and leather materials that might be com-
monly found in shoes are plotted in Figures A-1 and A-2. The plots show that many of these
materials are slightly dispersive and that some, such as the leather sole, are highly dispersive.
The dispersivity of a material can be used as an identifying feature in dielectrometry tests. One
disadvantage, however, is that leather’s dispersivity is related to its moisture content, which is
apparent when the permittivity for a leather sole is compared to that of a dried leather sole.
Because the moisture content of a test shoe will not necessarily be known, a wide range of
permittivity for hydrophilic shoe materials such as leather will have to be accomodated in the
inverse parameter solution to identify the materials in the shoe. The relative permittivity, the
loss tangent tan - = 

, and the conductivity of the dry and moist explosive trinitrotoluene
(TNT) are plotted in Figures A-3, A-4 and A-5 respectively. Like leather, TNT has quite
diﬀerent complex dielectric characteristics when dry and moist.
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Permittivity of Selected Materials
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Figure A-1: Permittivity of rubber compounds that may be commonly used in shoes, together
with trinitrotoluene, a representative explosive material. Data taken from [29].
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Conductivity of Selected Materials
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Figure A-2: Conductivity of rubber compounds that may be commonly used in shoes, together
with trinitrotoluene, a representative explosive material. Data taken from [29].
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Figure A-3: Permittivity of trinitrotoluene, dry and moist.
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tanδ of dry and moist TNT
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Figure A-4: Loss tangent of trinitrotoluene, dry and moist.
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Figure A-5: Conductivity of trinitrotoluene, dry and moist.
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Appendix B
Dielectrometry Measurement
System Specifications
B.1 System Specifications and Commonly Used Constants
The specifications of the equipment after it was thoroughly tested are listed. Table B.1 lists
the specs for the controller boxes; Tables B.2 and B.3 list the specs for the short circuit current
and floating voltage interface boxes, respectively, Table B.4 lists the sensor parameters, and
Table B.5 lists common constants that are used in the research.
ID Baud Rate Response to [VE] comment
A 9600 [VE,1.7,97,2,12,LEES GPM/ACS Controller] works
B 9600 [VE,1.7,97,2,12,LEES GPM/ACS Controller] requires new AD711KN chip
C 9600 [VE,1.7,97,2,12,LEES GPM/ACS Controller] works
D 9600 [VE,1.5,91,9,5,LEES GPM/ACS Controller] use only for FVGPM mode
E 4800 [VE,1.5,91,9,5,LEES GPM/ACS Controller] use only for FVGPM mode
Table B.1: The condition of the controller boxes. The version 1.5 boxes cannot be used for Short
Circuit Current Mode measurements because they do not have the necessary digital outputs that
send the excite, discharge and attenuate signals at the beginning of a measurement run.
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C (C) [nF]
ID Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 comment
1 9.81(10) 2.89(3) 2.91(3) switch=down to disable discharge
2 0.99(1) 0.97(1) 2.98(3) switch=up to disable discharge
3 9.95(10) 12.59(13) 3.00(3) switch=up to disable discharge
4 0.480(0.47) x(1) x(3) switch=up to disable discharge
Table B.2: The feedback capacitance of the channels of the Short Circuit Current Mode interface
boxes. The board for each channel resides at the bottom of the box, and is marked with a number
x.y, where x represents the box number and y the board number. For example, board 1.2 has a
feedback capacitance of 2.89 nF. The boards can be freely interchanged.
C [pF]
ID Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 comment
6 12.41 12.53 12.41 works
7 49.94 102.0 222.0 works
Table B.3: The load capacitance for each channel on the Floating Voltage with Guard Plane
mode interface boxes.
sensor: Zahn 2 and Kang 98 sm 10 mm lg 10 mm 20 mm 40 mm
Substrate material Units teflon
Substrate permittivity [F/m] 1.86e-11=2.1
0
Substrate thickness () [m] 0.000254
metal thickness [] 17.8 17.8 17.8 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5
wavelength () [m] 0.001 0.0025 0.005 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04
normalized thickness (

) - 0.254 0.102 0.0508 0.0254 0.0254 0.0127 0.00635
interelectrode spacing - 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
meander length [m] 0.251 0.253 0.255 0.271 0.826 0.68 1.497
1

[nF−1] 214 212.5 211 198.4 65.09 17.10 35.91
capacitance in air [pF] 3.212 1.542 0.963 0.769 2.345 7.549 3.258
Table B.4: Specifications for all the sensors used in the dielectrometry experiments.
Constant Units Value
Air permittivity [F/m] 8.85e-12
Teflon Permittivity [F/m] 1.86e-11†
Teflon Conductivity [S/m] 0
Kapton Permittivity [F/m]
Lexan Permittivity [F/m] 2.81e-11†
Polyethylene (Ziploc bag) Permittivity [F/m] 3.54e-11 to 4.43e-11†
Table B.5: Common material property values used in dielectrometry experiments. †Data sources
for material dielectric constants are: Lexan [30]; Teflon [32]; polyethylene [31].
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